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About this report
PRI reporting is the largest global reporting project on responsible investment. It was developed with investors, for investors.

PRI signatories are required to report publicly on their responsible investment activities each year. In turn, they receive a number of
outputs, including a public and private Transparency Report.

The public Transparency Reports, which are produced using signatories’ reported information, provide accountability and support
signatories to have internal discussions about their practices and to discuss these with their clients, beneficiaries, and other
stakeholders.

This public Transparency Report is an export of the signatory’s responses to the PRI Reporting Framework during the 2023 reporting
period. It includes the signatory’s responses to core indicators, as well as responses to plus indicators that the signatory has agreed to
make public.

In response to signatory feedback, the PRI has not summarised signatories’ responses – the information in this document is presented
exactly as it was reported.

For each of the indicators in this document, all options selected by the signatory are presented, including links and qualitative
responses. In some indicators, all applicable options are included for additional context.

Disclaimers
Responsible investment definitions
Within the PRI Reporting Framework Glossary, we provide definitions for key terms to guide reporting on responsible investment
practices in the Reporting Framework. These definitions may differ from those used or proposed by other authorities and regulatory
bodies due to evolving industry perspectives and changing legislative landscapes. Users of this report should be aware of these
variations, as they may impact interpretations of the information provided.

Data accuracy
This document presents information reported directly by signatories in the 2023 reporting cycle. This information has not been audited
by the PRI or any other party acting on its behalf. While this information is believed to be reliable, no representations or warranties are
made as to the accuracy of the information presented.

The PRI has taken reasonable action to ensure that data submitted by signatories in the reporting tool is reflected in their official PRI
reports accurately. However, it is possible that small data inaccuracies and/or gaps remain, and the PRI shall not be responsible or
liable for such inaccuracies and gaps.
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SENIOR LEADERSHIP STATEMENT (SLS)
SENIOR LEADERSHIP STATEMENT

SENIOR LEADERSHIP STATEMENT

Section 1. Our commitment

■ Why does your organisation engage in responsible investment?  
■ What is your organisation's overall approach to responsible investment, and what major responsible investment 
commitment(s) have you made?

abrdn has a long history of responsible investing. Environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations have been an integral 
part of our decision making for over 30 years. With ESG factors embedded into the investment process, we believe that we can 
generate better outcomes for our clients, society and the wider world. In addition, we manage over GBP 50 billion across our range of 
dedicated sustainable funds.  
  
There are three reasons why we believe it’s vital to engage in responsible investment and integrate ESG considerations into the 
investment process:  
1. ESG factors can be financially material and can meaningfully impact the performance of the assets in which we invest. In our view, 
those investments that take their ESG responsibilities seriously tend to outperform those that don’t.   
2. Understanding ESG risks and opportunities alongside other financial metrics helps us to make better investment decisions.   
3. Informed and constructive engagement contributes to improving corporate practices.  
  
Building on these core beliefs, the four principles below outline our approach to responsible investment:   
1. Embed ESG factors - As active investors we aim to integrate environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations into 
every stage of research, investment rating and selection, and portfolio construction.   
2. Focus on client outcomes - We aim to make clear to all our clients how we are using our focus on sustainability to manage risk, 
optimise opportunity and act in their long-term interests.   
3. Be active stewards - We actively engage with companies and assets in which we invest to get better insight and encourage action 
that we believe will create and protect long-term value, including in relation to ESG practice. We also vote at AGMs to drive change.   
  
4. Leverage our influence - We look to work closely with governments, regulators and industry bodies globally to advance policy, 
including those relating to social and environmental standards. We follow these principles across all the asset classes in which we 
invest. This creates consistency so we can define and seek to achieve client objectives.  
  
Since 2021, we have made a number of commitments across a wide range of topics, and in particular:  
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• In March 2021, we joined the Net Zero Asset Managers (NZAM) initiative, demonstrating our commitment to working collaboratively 
with clients to achieve net zero by 2050 or sooner. We published our Net Zero Directed Investing strategy in November 2021, with an 
interim target to reduce the carbon intensity of the in-scope assets we invest in by 50% by 2030 versus a 2019 baseline.   
• In 2021, we issued a position statement detailing what our diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) expectations of companies. We built 
upon existing voting and engagement strategies and expanded our scope in relation to DEI across geographies. In 2022, we introduced 
ethnic diversity voting policies in the US and the UK.  
• In November 2022, we published our ‘Preserving Natural Capital’ approach paper and committed to support the work of the 
Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) as well as to aligning our disclosures with their recommendations.  

Section 2. Annual overview

■ Discuss your organisation’s progress during the reporting year on the responsible investment issue you consider most 
relevant or material to your organisation or its assets.  
■ Reflect on your performance with respect to your organisation’s responsible investment objectives and targets during the 
reporting year. Details might include, for example, outlining your single most important achievement or describing your general 
progress on topics such as the following (where applicable):  
 • refinement of ESG analysis and incorporation  
 • stewardship activities with investees and/or with policymakers  
 • collaborative engagements  
 • attainment of responsible investment certifications and/or awards

In early 2022, we evolved our sustainable investing approach and governance structure with the inaugural appointment of a Chief 
Sustainability Officer (CSO) for our Investments business alongside a newly established leadership team. The CSO reports to our Chief 
Investment Officer and has a dotted reporting line to the investment business CEO. She chairs the Sustainability Council, a senior 
governance body responsible for ownership and implementation of the sustainability strategy across Investments. The Council has the 
authority to approve policies and set practical guidelines for our sustainable investing strategy implementation.  
  
Since 2021, we have considerably enhanced our approach to climate change, notably through the development and evolution of our 
climate scenario analysis tool. Outcomes of the analysis feed into our research, engagement with investee companies, strategic asset 
allocation proposition and investment solutions. We are continuously refining our approach, notably with annual updates to our 
scenarios, the consideration of corporate targets in 2022 and our assessment of their credibility.  
  
To influence real-world decarbonisation progress, we identified the top 20 highest financed emitters across our equity and credit 
portfolios in 2022 and have initiated a two-year engagement programme. In the event we see insufficient progress, we will escalate 
engagement, exercise voting rights, and may recommend divestment.   
  
We achieved strong progress against our 2030 carbon intensity target for our in-scope assets, with an estimated 23% reduction 
between December 2019 and December 2021.  
  
Within Climate Action 100+, we co-led engagement with Enel alongside other investors, speaking with members of their investor 
relations team. In 2022, Enel became the first company to meet the CA100+ Net Zero Company Benchmark. We signed the Global 
Investor Statement to Governments on the Climate Crisis to support more stringent climate policy, with active policy advocacy and 
messaging at COP27.   
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In 2022, we published our Listed Company ESG Principles & Voting Policies, updating them in early 2023. In 2022, we voted against 
management recommendations on 128 resolutions due to diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) concerns.  
  
In September 2021 and August 2022 respectively, we launched the abrdn Sustainability Institutes in APAC and the Americas, to bring 
together our sustainable investing expertise to deliver investment-critical insight, develop solutions that meet our clients’ needs and 
contribute to progressing the regional sustainable investing agenda. As part of our regional advocacy efforts, we participate in several 
regulatory working groups and also joined the Asia Investor Group on Climate Change (AIGCC) in July 2022.  
  
In partnership with the University of Edinburgh, we established the Centre for Investing Innovation in 2022, to address challenges facing 
the investment and asset management sector, including how to improve demonstrable societal benefit. The Centre will deliver 
collaborative and multi-disciplinary research over three key areas: sustainability, thematic investing and innovating investing.  
  
We also expanded our sustainability solutions by launching a range of sustainable index funds, converted several funds to SFDR 
Articles 8 and 9 categories, and launched one of the largest native woodland and peatland restoration projects in the UK (at the time). 
We appointed Matter, an external data provider, to deepen our understanding of our investee companies’ alignment to the Sustainable 
Development Goals.  

Section 3. Next steps

■ What specific steps has your organisation outlined to advance your commitment to responsible investment in the next two 
years?

Over the next two years, we will keep tracking and aim to continue reducing the carbon intensity of our portfolios to achieve our 2030 
target, continue to incorporate carbon footprinting and climate scenario analysis into our investment process and proactively develop 
net-zero-directed investment solutions to align climate ambition with investment opportunity, to help our clients achieve their climate 
goals. We will continue to enhance our climate scenario analysis, notably by looking in detail at physical and transition risks for our real 
assets. We are aiming to incorporate our credibility assessment framework into the investment process, company engagement and 
products / solutions.   
  
On the natural capital front, we will continue our research efforts, notably to improve the integration of these aspects into our investment 
decisions while preparing for disclosures against the recommendations of the Taskforce for Nature-related Financial Disclosures 
(TNFD).  
  
We will continue to implement our active ownership approach, notably through ongoing engagement with our top 20 highest financed 
emitters and dedicated diversity and inclusion voting strategies. We will continue to update our Listed Company ESG Principles & Voting 
Policies at least annually and keep monitoring and considering the demands for ‘client expression of wish’ and ‘client-directed voting’.  
  
We will keep striving to meet our clients’ demands by evolving our product range, from investment solutions which support net-zero 
targets to thematic solutions, for example those that aim to protect natural capital. Similarly, we will regularly review our client reporting 
with the objective of increasing the quality and depth of the information we provide on our funds and mandates, such as providing more 
detailed insights into our voting and engagement activities. More broadly, we will work to support abrdn’s and our clients’ ability to align 
with and report against relevant reporting and disclosure frameworks, particularly in a context of increasing regulatory expectations.  
  
To support these objectives, we will continue to enhance our ESG data infrastructure, to ensure that we obtain the right data and that it 
is easily accessible by the relevant teams across our Investments business.  
  
An important area of focus for us is also to ensure that we continuously meet applicable regulations, across all the geographies where 
we operate. In particular, we are committed to adopting a conservative approach to ensure that we stay ahead of potentially higher 
regulatory and client expectations.   
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Given the Board’s and Directors’ role in overseeing how sustainability is integrated in our strategy, risk management and company 
culture, we intend to implement a sustainability learning programme for our Directors from 2023. This programme will supplement 
existing knowledge and updates from management, and will deliver an independent view on sustainability trends, regulatory 
environment, and notable risks and opportunities.   
  
Building on the recently launched ‘Grow Sustainably Academy’ training programme, we will continue to ensure that staff across 
Investments have the necessary knowledge and continue to upskill on ESG issues. Through this programme, subject-matter experts 
provide training for specific teams and functions, tailored to their roles and responsibilities, local regulatory requirements, as well as 
client needs and expectations.  

Section 4. Endorsement  
'The Senior Leadership Statement has been prepared and/or reviewed by the undersigned and reflects our 
organisation-wide commitment and approach to responsible investment'.

Name

Rene Buehlmann; Amanda Young

Position

CEO Investment; Chief Sustainability Officer

Organisation’s Name

abrdn

◉ A  
'This endorsement applies only to the Senior Leadership Statement and should not be considered an endorsement of 
the information reported by the above-mentioned organisation in the various modules of the Reporting Framework.   
The Senior Leadership Statement serves as a general overview of the above-mentioned organisation's responsible 
investment approach. The Senior Leadership Statement does not constitute advice and should not be relied upon as 
such. Further, it is not a substitute for the skill, judgement and experience of any third parties, their management, 
employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions'.
○  B
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ORGANISATIONAL OVERVIEW (OO)
ORGANISATIONAL INFORMATION

REPORTING YEAR

What is the year-end date of the 12-month period you have chosen to report for PRI reporting purposes?

Date Month Year

Year-end date of the 12-month 
period for PRI reporting purposes:

31 12 2022

SUBSIDIARY INFORMATION

Does your organisation have subsidiaries?

◉ (A) Yes
○  (B) No

Are any of your organisation’s subsidiaries PRI signatories in their own right?

○  (A) Yes
◉ (B) No
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ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

ALL ASSET CLASSES

What are your total assets under management (AUM) at the end of the reporting year, as indicated in [OO 1]?

USD

(A) AUM of your organisation, 
including subsidiaries, and 
excluding the AUM subject to 
execution, advisory, custody, or 
research advisory only

US$ 452,400,000,000.00

(B) AUM of subsidiaries that are 
PRI signatories in their own right 
and excluded from this 
submission, as indicated in [OO 
2.2]

US$ 0.00

(C) AUM subject to execution, 
advisory, custody, or research 
advisory only

US$ 163,590,000,000.00

Additional information on the exchange rate used: (Voluntary)

The above figure in A) represents our direct investment business. At Plc level, our personal and advisor business don’t run direct 
investments therefore are not in the scope of PRI reporting.
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ASSET BREAKDOWN

Provide a percentage breakdown of your total AUM at the end of the reporting year as indicated in [OO 1].

(1) Percentage of Internally managed AUM (2) Percentage of Externally managed AUM

(A) Listed equity >10-50% 0%

(B) Fixed income >10-50% >0-10%

(C) Private equity 0% >0-10%

(D) Real estate >0-10% >0-10%

(E) Infrastructure >0-10% 0%

(F) Hedge funds >0-10% >0-10%

(G) Forestry 0% 0%

(H) Farmland 0% 0%

(I) Other >10-50% 0%

(J) Off-balance sheet >10-50% 0%

(I) Other - (1) Percentage of Internally managed AUM - Specify:

Multi-asset (which includes multi-managers and derivatives)

(J) Off-balance sheet - (1) Percentage of Internally managed AUM - Specify:

Cash
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ASSET BREAKDOWN: EXTERNALLY MANAGED ASSETS

Provide a further breakdown of your organisation’s externally managed listed equity and/or fixed income AUM.

(2) Fixed income - SSA (3) Fixed income -
corporate

(4) Fixed income -
securitised

(5) Fixed income -
private debt

(A) Active 0% 0% 0% >75%

(B) 
Passive

0% 0%

Provide a breakdown of your organisation’s externally managed AUM between segregated mandates and pooled funds or 
investments.

(1) Segregated mandate(s) (2) Pooled fund(s) or pooled
investment(s)

(C) Fixed income - active >75% >10-50%

(E) Private equity >75% 0%

(F) Real estate >10-50% >50-75%

(H) Hedge funds >75% >0-10%
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ASSET BREAKDOWN: INTERNALLY MANAGED LISTED EQUITY

Provide a further breakdown of your internally managed listed equity AUM.

(A) Passive equity >10-50%

(B) Active – quantitative >10-50%

(C) Active – fundamental >50-75%

(D) Other strategies >0-10%

(D) Other strategies - Specify:

REITs

ASSET BREAKDOWN: INTERNALLY MANAGED FIXED INCOME

Provide a further breakdown of your internally managed fixed income AUM.

(A) Passive – SSA >0-10%

(B) Passive – corporate >0-10%

(C) Active – SSA >10-50%

(D) Active – corporate >50-75%
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(E) Securitised >0-10%

(F) Private debt 0%

ASSET BREAKDOWN: INTERNALLY MANAGED REAL ESTATE

Provide a further breakdown of your internally managed real estate AUM.

(A) Retail 0%

(B) Office 0%

(C) Industrial >0-10%

(D) Residential >10-50%

(E) Hotel 0%

(F) Lodging, leisure and recreation 0%

(G) Education 0%

(H) Technology or science 0%

(I) Healthcare 0%

(J) Mixed use >50-75%

(K) Other >0-10%

(K) Other - Specify:

Multi-manager
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ASSET BREAKDOWN: INTERNALLY MANAGED INFRASTRUCTURE

Provide a further breakdown of your internally managed infrastructure AUM.

(A) Data infrastructure >0-10%

(B) Diversified >10-50%

(C) Energy and water resources >0-10%

(D) Environmental services >0-10%

(E) Network utilities >10-50%

(F) Power generation (excl. 
renewables)

0%

(G) Renewable power >0-10%

(H) Social infrastructure >10-50%

(I) Transport >10-50%

(J) Other >0-10%

(J) Other - Specify:

Committed and not drawn
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ASSET BREAKDOWN: INTERNALLY MANAGED HEDGE FUND

Provide a further breakdown of your internally managed hedge fund assets.

(A) Multi-strategy >75%

(B) Long/short equity 0%

(C) Long/short credit 0%

(D) Distressed, special situations 
and event-driven fundamental

0%

(E) Structured credit 0%

(F) Global macro 0%

(G) Commodity trading advisor 0%

(H) Other strategies 0%

MANAGEMENT BY PRI SIGNATORIES

What percentage of your organisation’s externally managed assets are managed by PRI signatories?

>10-50%
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GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN

How much of your AUM in each asset class is invested in emerging markets and developing economies?

AUM in Emerging Markets and Developing Economies

(A) Listed equity (5) >30 to 40%

(B) Fixed income – SSA (5) >30 to 40%

(C) Fixed income – corporate (2) >0 to 10%

(D) Fixed income – securitised (1) 0%

(E) Fixed income – private debt (1) 0%

(F) Private equity (2) >0 to 10%

(G) Real estate (2) >0 to 10%

(H) Infrastructure (1) 0%

(I) Hedge funds (1) 0%
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STEWARDSHIP

STEWARDSHIP

Does your organisation conduct stewardship activities, excluding (proxy) voting, for any of your assets?

(1) Listed
equity -
active

(2) Listed
equity -
passive

(3) Fixed
income -

active

(4) Fixed
income -
passive

(5) Private
equity

(A) Yes, through internal staff ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☐ 

(B) Yes, through service providers ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

(C) Yes, through external 
managers

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☑ 

(D) We do not conduct 
stewardship

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

(6) Real estate (7) Infrastructure (8) Hedge funds (11) Other

(A) Yes, through internal staff ☑ ☑ ☐ ☐ 

(B) Yes, through service providers ☑ ☑ ☐ ☐ 
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(C) Yes, through external managers ☑ ☐ ☑ ☐ 

(D) We do not conduct stewardship ○ ○ ○ ◉ 

STEWARDSHIP: (PROXY) VOTING

Does your organisation have direct investments in listed equity across your hedge fund strategies?

○  (A) Yes
◉ (B) No

Does your organisation conduct (proxy) voting activities for any of your listed equity holdings?

(1) Listed equity - active (2) Listed equity - passive

(A) Yes, through internal staff ☑ ☑ 

(B) Yes, through service providers ☑ ☑ 

(C) Yes, through external 
managers

☐ ☐ 

(D) We do not conduct (proxy) 
voting

○ ○ 
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For each asset class, on what percentage of your listed equity holdings do you have the discretion to vote?

Percentage of your listed equity holdings over which you have the discretion to
vote

(A) Listed equity – active (11) >90 to <100%

(B) Listed equity - passive (11) >90 to <100%

STEWARDSHIP NOT CONDUCTED

Describe why your organisation does not currently conduct stewardship and/or (proxy) voting.

Stewardship, excluding (proxy) voting
(K) Other

Most of the holdings in this category are derivatives
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ESG INCORPORATION

INTERNALLY MANAGED ASSETS

For each internally managed asset class, does your organisation incorporate ESG factors into your investment 
decisions?

(1) Yes, we incorporate ESG factors
into our investment decisions

(2) No, we do not incorporate ESG
factors into our investment decisions

(A) Listed equity - passive ◉ ○ 

(B) Listed equity - active - 
quantitative

◉ ○ 

(C) Listed equity - active - 
fundamental

◉ ○ 

(D) Listed equity - other strategies ◉ ○ 

(E) Fixed income - SSA ◉ ○ 

(F) Fixed income - corporate ◉ ○ 

(G) Fixed income - securitised ◉ ○ 

(J) Real estate ◉ ○ 

(K) Infrastructure ◉ ○ 

(L) Hedge funds - Multi-strategy ◉ ○ 
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(V) Other: Multi-asset (which 
includes multi-managers and 
derivatives)

○ ◉ 

EXTERNAL MANAGER SELECTION

For each externally managed asset class, does your organisation incorporate ESG factors when selecting external 
investment managers?

(1) Yes, we incorporate ESG factors when
selecting external investment managers

(2) No, we do not incorporate ESG
factors when selecting external

investment managers

(C) Fixed income - active ◉ ○ 

(E) Private equity ◉ ○ 

(F) Real estate ◉ ○ 

(H) Hedge funds ◉ ○ 

EXTERNAL MANAGER APPOINTMENT

For each externally managed asset class, does your organisation incorporate ESG factors when appointing external 
investment managers?
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(1) Yes, we incorporate ESG factors when
appointing external investment

managers

(2) No, we do not incorporate ESG
factors when appointing external

investment managers

(C) Fixed income - active ◉ ○ 

(E) Private equity ◉ ○ 

(F) Real estate ◉ ○ 

(H) Hedge funds ◉ ○ 

EXTERNAL MANAGER MONITORING

For each externally managed asset class, does your organisation incorporate ESG factors when monitoring external 
investment managers?

(1) Yes, we incorporate ESG factors when
monitoring external investment

managers

(2) No, we do not incorporate ESG
factors when monitoring external

investment managers

(C) Fixed income - active ◉ ○ 

(E) Private equity ◉ ○ 

(F) Real estate ◉ ○ 

(H) Hedge funds ◉ ○ 
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ESG NOT INCORPORATED

Describe why your organisation does not currently incorporate ESG factors into your investment decisions.

Internally managed
(O) Other

Most of the holdings in this category are derivatives.

ESG STRATEGIES

LISTED EQUITY

Which ESG incorporation approach and/or combination of approaches does your organisation apply to your internally 
managed active listed equity?

Percentage out of total internally managed active listed equity

(A) Screening alone 0%

(B) Thematic alone 0%

(C) Integration alone >50-75%

(D) Screening and integration >10-50%

(E) Thematic and integration 0%

(F) Screening and thematic 0%

(G) All three approaches combined 0%
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(H) None >10-50%

What type of screening does your organisation use for your internally managed active listed equity assets where a 
screening approach is applied?

Percentage coverage out of your total listed equity assets where a screening
approach is applied

(A) Positive/best-in-class 
screening only

0%

(B) Negative screening only >75%

(C) A combination of screening 
approaches

>10-50%

FIXED INCOME

Which ESG incorporation approach and/or combination of approaches does your organisation apply to your internally 
managed active fixed income?

(1) Fixed income - SSA (2) Fixed income -
corporate

(3) Fixed income -
securitised

(A) Screening alone 0% 0% 0%

(B) Thematic alone 0% 0% 0%

(C) Integration alone >75% >75% >75%
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(D) Screening and integration >0-10% >0-10% 0%

(E) Thematic and integration 0% 0% 0%

(F) Screening and thematic 0% 0% 0%

(G) All three approaches combined 0% >0-10% 0%

(H) None 0% 0% 0%

What type of screening does your organisation use for your internally managed active fixed income where a screening 
approach is applied?

(1) Fixed income - SSA (2) Fixed income - corporate

(A) Positive/best-in-class 
screening only

0% 0%

(B) Negative screening only 0% 0%

(C) A combination of screening 
approaches

>75% >75%

ESG/SUSTAINABILITY FUNDS AND PRODUCTS
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LABELLING AND MARKETING

Do you explicitly market any of your products and/or funds as ESG and/or sustainable?

◉ (A) Yes, we market products and/or funds as ESG and/or sustainable
Provide the percentage of AUM that your ESG and/or sustainability-marketed products or funds represent:

>0-10%

○  (B) No, we do not offer products or funds explicitly marketed as ESG and/or sustainable
○  (C) Not applicable; we do not offer products or funds

Do any of your ESG and/or sustainability-marketed products and/or funds hold formal ESG and/or RI certification(s) or 
label(s) awarded by a third party?

◉ (A) Yes, our ESG and/or sustainability-marketed products and/or funds hold formal labels or certifications
Provide the percentage of AUM that your labelled and/or certified products and/or funds represent:

>0-10%

○  (B) No, our ESG and/or sustainability-marketed products and/or funds do not hold formal labels or certifications

Which ESG/RI certifications or labels do you hold?

☐ (A) Commodity type label (e.g. BCI)
☑ (B) GRESB
☐ (C) Austrian Ecolabel (UZ49)
☐ (D) B Corporation
☐ (E) BREEAM
☐ (F) CBI Climate Bonds Standard
☐ (G) DDV-Nachhaltigkeitskodex-ESG-Strategie
☐ (H) DDV-Nachhaltigkeitskodex-ESG-Impact
☐ (I) EU Ecolabel
☐ (J) EU Green Bond Standard
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☑ (K) Febelfin label (Belgium)
☐ (L) Finansol
☐ (M) FNG-Siegel Ecolabel (Germany, Austria and Switzerland)
☐ (N) Greenfin label (France)
☐ (O) Grüner Pfandbrief
☐ (P) ICMA Green Bond Principles
☐ (Q) ICMA Social Bonds Principles
☐ (R) ICMA Sustainability Bonds Principles
☐ (S) ICMA Sustainability-linked Bonds Principles
☐ (T) Kein Verstoß gegen Atomwaffensperrvertrag
☑ (U) Le label ISR (French government SRI label)
☐ (V) Luxflag Climate Finance
☐ (W) Luxflag Environment
☐ (X) Luxflag ESG
☐ (Y) Luxflag Green Bond
☐ (Z) Luxflag Microfinance
☐ (AA) Luxflag Sustainable Insurance Products
☐ (AB) National stewardship code
☐ (AC) Nordic Swan Ecolabel
☐ (AD) Other SRI label based on EUROSIF SRI Transparency Code (e.g. Novethic)
☐ (AE) People’s Bank of China green bond guidelines
☑ (AF) RIAA (Australia)
☑ (AG) Towards Sustainability label (Belgium)
☐ (AH) Other

PASSIVE INVESTMENTS

What percentage of your total internally managed passive listed equity and/or fixed income passive AUM utilise an ESG 
index or benchmark?

Percentage of AUM that utilise an ESG index or benchmark

(A) Listed equity - passive >10-50%

(B) Fixed income - passive >50-75%
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THEMATIC BONDS

What percentage of your total environmental and/or social thematic bonds are labelled by the issuers in accordance with 
industry-recognised standards?

Percentage of your total environmental and/or social thematic bonds labelled by
the issuers

(A) Green or climate bonds >75%

(B) Social bonds >0-10%

(C) Sustainability bonds >0-10%

(D) Sustainability-linked bonds >0-10%

(E) SDG or SDG-linked bonds 0%

(F) Other >0-10%

(G) Bonds not labelled by the 
issuer

0%

(F) Other - Specify:

The majority of our labelled bonds following industry standards, however a small % do not. For all of our labelled bond investments 
regardless of having industry standards are assessed though our own labelled bond framework to determine whether they are suited to 
invest.
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SUMMARY OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

SUMMARY OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The following table shows which modules are mandatory or voluntary to report on in the separate PRI asset class 
modules. Where a module is voluntary, indicate if you wish to report on it.

Applicable modules
(1) Mandatory to report

(pre-filled based on
previous responses)

(2.1) Voluntary to report.
Yes, I want to opt-in to

reporting on the module

(2.2) Voluntary to report.
No, I want to opt-out of

reporting on the module

Policy, Governance and Strategy ◉ ○ ○ 

Confidence Building Measures ◉ ○ ○ 

(A) Listed equity – passive ◉ ○ ○ 

(B) Listed equity – active – 
quantitative

◉ ○ ○ 

(C) Listed equity – active – 
fundamental

◉ ○ ○ 

(D) Listed equity – other strategies ◉ ○ ○ 

(E) Fixed income – SSA ◉ ○ ○ 

(F) Fixed income – corporate ◉ ○ ○ 

(G) Fixed income – securitised ◉ ○ ○ 

(J) Real estate ◉ ○ ○ 
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(K) Infrastructure ○ ◉ ○ 

(L) Hedge funds – Multi-strategy ○ ○ ◉ 

(V) External manager selection, 
appointment and monitoring (SAM) 
– fixed income - active

○ ○ ◉ 

(X) External manager selection, 
appointment and monitoring (SAM) 
– private equity

◉ ○ ○ 

(Y) External manager selection, 
appointment and monitoring (SAM) 
– real estate

◉ ○ ○ 

(AA) External manager selection, 
appointment and monitoring (SAM) 
– hedge funds

◉ ○ ○ 

OTHER ASSET BREAKDOWNS

REAL ESTATE: BUILDING TYPE

What is the building type of your physical real estate assets?

☑ (A) Standing investments
☐ (B) New construction
☐ (C) Major renovation
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REAL ESTATE: OWNERSHIP LEVEL

What is the percentage breakdown of your physical real estate assets by the level of ownership?

☑ (A) A majority stake (more than 50%)
Select from the list:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
◉ (4) >75%

☐ (B) A significant minority stake (between 10–50%)
☐ (C) A limited minority stake (less than 10%)

REAL ESTATE: MANAGEMENT TYPE

Who manages your physical real estate assets?

☑ (A) Direct management by our organisation
☐ (B) Third-party property managers that our organisation appoints
☐ (C) Other investors or their third-party property managers
☐ (D) Tenant(s) with operational control
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INFRASTRUCTURE: OWNERSHIP LEVEL

What is the percentage breakdown of your organisation’s infrastructure assets by the level of ownership?

☑ (A) A majority stake (more than 50%)
Select from the list:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
◉ (4) >75%

☑ (B) A significant minority stake (between 10–50%)
Select from the list:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
◉ (2) >10 to 50%

☑ (C) A limited minority stake (less than 10%)
Select from the list:
◉ (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%

INFRASTRUCTURE: STRATEGY

What is the investment strategy for your infrastructure assets?

☑ (A) Core
☐ (B) Value added
☐ (C) Opportunistic
☐ (D) Other
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INFRASTRUCTURE: TYPE OF ASSET

What is the asset type of your infrastructure?

☑ (A) Greenfield
☑ (B) Brownfield

INFRASTRUCTURE: MANAGEMENT TYPE

Who manages your infrastructure assets?

☑ (A) Direct management by our organisation
☑ (B) Third-party infrastructure operators that our organisation appoints
☐ (C) Other investors, infrastructure companies or their third-party operators
☐ (D) Public or government entities or their third-party operators

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

REPORT DISCLOSURE

How would you like to disclose the detailed percentage figures you reported throughout the Reporting Framework?

○  (A) Publish as absolute numbers
◉ (B) Publish as ranges
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POLICY, GOVERNANCE AND STRATEGY (PGS)
POLICY

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT POLICY ELEMENTS

Which elements are covered in your formal responsible investment policy(ies)?

☑ (A) Overall approach to responsible investment
☑ (B) Guidelines on environmental factors
☑ (C) Guidelines on social factors
☑ (D) Guidelines on governance factors
☑ (E) Guidelines on sustainability outcomes
☑ (F) Guidelines tailored to the specific asset class(es) we hold
☑ (G) Guidelines on exclusions
☑ (H) Guidelines on managing conflicts of interest related to responsible investment
☑ (I) Stewardship: Guidelines on engagement with investees
☐ (J) Stewardship: Guidelines on overall political engagement
☑ (K) Stewardship: Guidelines on engagement with other key stakeholders
☑ (L) Stewardship: Guidelines on (proxy) voting
☐ (M) Other responsible investment elements not listed here
○  (N) Our organisation does not have a formal responsible investment policy and/or our policy(ies) do not cover any responsible 
investment elements

Does your formal responsible investment policy(ies) include specific guidelines on systematic sustainability issues?

☑ (A) Specific guidelines on climate change (may be part of guidelines on environmental factors)
☑ (B) Specific guidelines on human rights (may be part of guidelines on social factors)
☑ (C) Specific guidelines on other systematic sustainability issues

Specify:
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We have published a biodiversity position statement (https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=9a6f8d37-e3cb-456d-891f-
c54588b34332) and research note on our approach to natural capital Natural capital: https://www.abrdn.com/en-
us/institutional/insights-and-research/natural-capital-no-net-zero-without-it

○  (D) Our formal responsible investment policy(ies) does not include guidelines on systematic sustainability issues

Which elements of your formal responsible investment policy(ies) are publicly available?

☑ (A) Overall approach to responsible investment
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=957c6ea4-1d86-4610-8559-82f883342f59

☑ (B) Guidelines on environmental factors
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=58173dc7-39ba-41dc-aa19-3350d15cf6e5

☑ (C) Guidelines on social factors
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=e540713a-539b-47d7-a77f-
8b8182b71aa2#xd_co_f=ZmQ5NDg2MjItZmM1OC00MDA1LWEwMTctNTVhZWEwMTg1ZmRl~

☑ (D) Guidelines on governance factors
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=08bef34e-1287-404f-8196-03393c3fb91e

☑ (E) Guidelines on sustainability outcomes
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/en-gb/institutional/insights-and-research/esg-climate-change-net-
zero#xd_co_f=YmFiNTYxMGMtNmVmOS00MmI0LTg5M2MtZmJmNGZlMjU2YzE2~

☑ (F) Specific guidelines on climate change (may be part of guidelines on environmental factors)
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=58173dc7-39ba-41dc-aa19-3350d15cf6e5

☑ (G) Specific guidelines on human rights (may be part of guidelines on social factors)
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=e540713a-539b-47d7-a77f-
8b8182b71aa2#xd_co_f=ZmQ5NDg2MjItZmM1OC00MDA1LWEwMTctNTVhZWEwMTg1ZmRl~

☑ (H) Specific guidelines on other systematic sustainability issues
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Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=9a6f8d37-e3cb-456d-891f-c54588b34332

☑ (I) Guidelines tailored to the specific asset class(es) we hold
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/en-gb/institutional/sustainable-investing

☑ (J) Guidelines on exclusions
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=fc0dd666-269a-40f4-a484-d044e4daad3d

☑ (K) Guidelines on managing conflicts of interest related to responsible investment
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=288816fc-dbdb-446c-811a-da51f8846310

☑ (L) Stewardship: Guidelines on engagement with investees
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=50636955-103f-47cb-86e2-036aec4d30d4

☑ (N) Stewardship: Guidelines on engagement with other key stakeholders
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=50636955-103f-47cb-86e2-036aec4d30d4

☑ (O) Stewardship: Guidelines on (proxy) voting
Add link:

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=08bef34e-1287-404f-8196-03393c3fb91e

○  (Q) No elements of our formal responsible investment policy(ies) are publicly available

Does your formal responsible investment policy(ies) identify a link between your responsible investment activities and 
your fiduciary duties or equivalent obligations?

◉ (A) Yes
Elaborate:

Yes. This is captured in a number of our approach documents and position statements, in particular, ‘Sustainable investing: our 
approach’, our annual Stewardship Report and our ‘Listed Company ESG Principles & Voting Policies’.    
  
Our core beliefs:  
There are three reasons why we believe it’s important to integrate ESG factors into our investment processes, and these are 
founded in our fiduciary duties:   
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• ESG factors are financially important and directly affect the performance of the assets in which we invest. Our research has 
shown that those investments that take their ESG responsibilities seriously tend to outperform those that don't.    
• Understanding ESG risks and opportunities alongside other financial metrics helps us to make better investment decisions.   
• Informed and constructive engagement helps corporations improve practices –we believe it could enhancing the value of our 
clients’ investments.  
  
       We have defined four ESG principles that express our core beliefs. These put stewardship and ESG considerations as the focus 
within four aspects of our business:  
  
Embed ESG factors   
As active investors we aim to integrate environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations into our research, investment 
rating and selection, and portfolio construction.   
  
Focus on client outcomes   
We aim to make clear to all our clients how we are using our focus on sustainability to manage risk, optimise opportunity and act in 
their long-term interests.  
  
Be active stewards   
We actively engage with companies and assets in which we invest to get better insight and encourage action that we believe will 
create long-term value, including in relation to ESG practice. We also vote at AGMs to drive change.   
  
Leverage our influence   
  
We look to work closely with governments, regulators and industry bodies globally to advance policy, including that relating to social 
and environmental standards.   
  
Where possible, we aim follow these principles across all the asset classes in which we invest. This creates consistency so we can 
define and seek to achieve client objectives.  

○  (B) No

Which elements are covered in your organisation’s policy(ies) or guidelines on stewardship?

☑ (A) Overall stewardship objectives
☑ (B) Prioritisation of specific ESG factors to be advanced via stewardship activities
☐ (C) Criteria used by our organisation to prioritise the investees, policy makers, key stakeholders, or other entities on which to 
focus our stewardship efforts
☐ (D) How different stewardship tools and activities are used across the organisation
☑ (E) Approach to escalation in stewardship
☑ (F) Approach to collaboration in stewardship
☑ (G) Conflicts of interest related to stewardship
☐ (H) How stewardship efforts and results are communicated across the organisation to feed into investment decision-making 
and vice versa
☐ (I) Other
○  (J) None of the above elements is captured in our policy(ies) or guidelines on stewardship
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Does your policy on (proxy) voting include voting principles and/or guidelines on specific ESG factors?

☑ (A) Yes, it includes voting principles and/or guidelines on specific environmental factors
☑ (B) Yes, it includes voting principles and/or guidelines on specific social factors
☑ (C) Yes, it includes voting principles and/or guidelines on specific governance factors
○  (D) Our policy on (proxy) voting does not include voting principles or guidelines on specific ESG factors

Does your organisation have a policy that states how (proxy) voting is addressed in your securities lending programme?

◉ (A) We have a publicly available policy to address (proxy) voting in our securities lending programme
Add link(s):

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=08bef34e-1287-404f-8196-03393c3fb91e

○  (B) We have a policy to address (proxy) voting in our securities lending programme, but it is not publicly available
○  (C) We rely on the policy of our external service provider(s)
○  (D) We do not have a policy to address (proxy) voting in our securities lending programme
○  (E) Not applicable; we do not have a securities lending programme

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT POLICY COVERAGE

What percentage of your total AUM is covered by the below elements of your responsible investment policy(ies)?
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Combined AUM coverage of all policy elements

(A) Overall approach to 
responsible investment  
(B) Guidelines on environmental 
factors  
(C) Guidelines on social factors  
(D) Guidelines on governance 
factors

(6) >90% to <100%

What proportion of your AUM is covered by your formal policies or guidelines on climate change, human rights, or other 
systematic sustainability issues?

AUM coverage

(A) Specific guidelines on climate 
change

(2) for a majority of our AUM

(B) Specific guidelines on human 
rights

(2) for a majority of our AUM

(C) Specific guidelines on other 
systematic sustainability issues

(2) for a majority of our AUM

Per asset class, what percentage of your AUM is covered by your policy(ies) or guidelines on stewardship with investees?

☑ (A) Listed equity
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(1) Percentage of AUM covered
○  (1) >0% to 10%
○  (2) >10% to 20%
○  (3) >20% to 30%
○  (4) >30% to 40%
○  (5) >40% to 50%
○  (6) >50% to 60%
○  (7) >60% to 70%
○  (8) >70% to 80%
○  (9) >80% to 90%
○  (10) >90% to <100%
◉ (11) 100%

☑ (B) Fixed income
(1) Percentage of AUM covered

○  (1) >0% to 10%
○  (2) >10% to 20%
○  (3) >20% to 30%
○  (4) >30% to 40%
○  (5) >40% to 50%
○  (6) >50% to 60%
○  (7) >60% to 70%
○  (8) >70% to 80%
○  (9) >80% to 90%
○  (10) >90% to <100%
◉ (11) 100%

☐ (C) Private equity
☑ (D) Real estate

(1) Percentage of AUM covered
○  (1) >0% to 10%
○  (2) >10% to 20%
○  (3) >20% to 30%
○  (4) >30% to 40%
○  (5) >40% to 50%
○  (6) >50% to 60%
○  (7) >60% to 70%
○  (8) >70% to 80%
○  (9) >80% to 90%
○  (10) >90% to <100%
◉ (11) 100%

☑ (E) Infrastructure
(1) Percentage of AUM covered

○  (1) >0% to 10%
○  (2) >10% to 20%
○  (3) >20% to 30%
○  (4) >30% to 40%
○  (5) >40% to 50%
○  (6) >50% to 60%
○  (7) >60% to 70%
○  (8) >70% to 80%
○  (9) >80% to 90%
○  (10) >90% to <100%
◉ (11) 100%

☐ (F) Hedge funds
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What percentage of your listed equity holdings is covered by your guidelines on (proxy) voting?

☑ (A) Actively managed listed equity
(1) Percentage of your listed equity holdings over which you have the discretion to vote

○  (1) >0% to 10%
○  (2) >10% to 20%
○  (3) >20% to 30%
○  (4) >30% to 40%
○  (5) >40% to 50%
○  (6) >50% to 60%
○  (7) >60% to 70%
○  (8) >70% to 80%
○  (9) >80% to 90%
○  (10) >90% to <100%
◉ (11) 100%

☑ (B) Passively managed listed equity
(1) Percentage of your listed equity holdings over which you have the discretion to vote

○  (1) >0% to 10%
○  (2) >10% to 20%
○  (3) >20% to 30%
○  (4) >30% to 40%
○  (5) >40% to 50%
○  (6) >50% to 60%
○  (7) >60% to 70%
○  (8) >70% to 80%
○  (9) >80% to 90%
○  (10) >90% to <100%
◉ (11) 100%
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GOVERNANCE

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Which senior level body(ies) or role(s) in your organisation have formal oversight over and accountability for responsible 
investment?

☑ (A) Board members, trustees, or equivalent
☑ (B) Senior executive-level staff, or equivalent

Specify:

Amanda Young is the Chief Sustainability Officer with overall responsibility for ensuring integration of ESG factors and execution of 
Stewardship activity across the Investments Vector. Significant sustainability policies that affect the entire investment business 
receive additional approval by the CIO Leadership (includes Heads of Asset Classes, Head of Oversight, Analytics & Execution) 
chaired by the CIO and the Investment Vector Executive, Chaired by the CEO.

☑ (C) Investment committee, or equivalent
Specify:

The Sustainability Council is a senior governance body for sustainable investing at abrdn and includes members of the Investments 
Sustainability Group, as well as senior managers and sustainability specialists who oversee and drive sustainable investing across 
the company, allowing us to coordinate sustainability matters from a company-wide perspective.

☑ (D) Head of department, or equivalent
Specify department:

Significant sustainability policies that affect the entire investment business receive additional approval by the CIO Leadership 
(includes Heads of Asset Classes, Head of Oversight, Analytics & Execution) chaired by the CIO and the Investment Vector 
Executive, Chaired by the CEO.

○  (E) None of the above bodies and roles have oversight over and accountability for responsible investment

Does your organisation's senior level body(ies) or role(s) have formal oversight over and accountability for the elements 
covered in your responsible investment policy(ies)?
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(1) Board members, trustees, or
equivalent

(2) Senior executive-level staff,
investment committee, head of

department, or equivalent

(A) Overall approach to 
responsible investment

☑ ☑ 

(B) Guidelines on environmental, 
social and/or governance factors

☑ ☑ 

(C) Guidelines on sustainability 
outcomes

☑ ☑ 

(D) Specific guidelines on climate 
change (may be part of guidelines 
on environmental factors)

☐ ☑ 

(E) Specific guidelines on human 
rights (may be part of guidelines 
on social factors)

☐ ☑ 

(F) Specific guidelines on other 
systematic sustainability issues

☐ ☐ 

(G) Guidelines tailored to the 
specific asset class(es) we hold

☐ ☑ 

(H) Guidelines on exclusions ☐ ☑ 

(I) Guidelines on managing 
conflicts of interest related to 
responsible investment

☐ ☑ 

(J) Stewardship: Guidelines on 
engagement with investees

☐ ☑ 

(L) Stewardship: Guidelines on 
engagement with other key 
stakeholders

☐ ☑ 

(M) Stewardship: Guidelines on 
(proxy) voting

☐ ☑ 
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(N) This role has no formal 
oversight over and accountability 
for any of the above elements 
covered in our responsible 
investment policy(ies)

○ ○ 

Does your organisation have governance processes or structures to ensure that your overall political engagement is 
aligned with your commitment to the principles of PRI, including any political engagement conducted by third parties on 
your behalf?

○  (A) Yes
◉ (B) No

Explain why:

abrdn is a strictly apolitical company. As a global investor we engage regularly with policymakers across the jurisdictions in which we 
operate on issues relevant to our business, our stakeholders and wider society. This enables us to share knowledge, insights, ideas 
and views which can help shape policy and contribute to better outcomes. However, this engagement takes place within strong 
parameters.   
We work closely with a wide range of industry bodies who engage with policymakers e.g. the Investment Association (IA), the 
European Fund and Asset Management Association (EFAMA) and the Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI). These bodies do 
not have any political affiliations and are strictly non-partisan.

○  (C) Not applicable, our organisation does not conduct any form of political engagement directly or through any third parties

In your organisation, which internal or external roles are responsible for implementing your approach to responsible 
investment?

☑ (A) Internal role(s)
Specify:
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CSO: overall responsibility of ESG integration across the investment business  
CIO Leadership Team: responsible for enforcing at an asset class level  
CEO: takes responsibility for climate-related risks and opportunities and is incentivised alongside our CFO, through climate-related 
remuneration targets in variable bonus scorecards, which is aligned to company objectives and set by our Remuneration 
Committee.  
The Board: provide oversight for our TCFD report, Stewardship Report

☑ (B) External investment managers, service providers, or other external partners or suppliers
Specify:

We use various externally sourced ESG datasets and voting related research from ESG service providers to supplement our 
proprietary ESG analysis. We will also invest capital in external investment managers in certain asset classes e.g. real estate and 
hedge funds.

○  (C) We do not have any internal or external roles with responsibility for implementing responsible investment

Does your organisation use responsible investment KPIs to evaluate the performance of your board members, trustees, 
or equivalent?

○  (A) Yes, we use responsible investment KPIs to evaluate the performance of our board members, trustees, or equivalent
◉ (B) No, we do not use responsible investment KPIs to evaluate the performance of our board members, trustees, or 
equivalent

Explain why: (Voluntary)

Does your organisation use responsible investment KPIs to evaluate the performance of your senior executive-level staff 
(or equivalent), and are these KPIs linked to compensation?

◉ (A) Yes, we use responsible investment KPIs to evaluate the performance of our senior executive-level staff (or 
equivalent)

Indicate whether these responsible investment KPIs are linked to compensation
◉ (1) KPIs are linked to compensation
○  (2) KPIs are not linked to compensation as these roles do not have variable compensation
○  (3) KPIs are not linked to compensation even though these roles have variable compensation
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Describe: (Voluntary)

Our global remuneration policy is updated annually. On page 103 of our 2022 Annual report and accounts, we include details of our 
Directors’ remuneration report, where we outline the performance conditions for the annual bonus in 2022, which aims to reward the 
delivery of our company’s business plan. Non- financial performance conditions carry a 35% weighting, which includes a 15% 
weighting against ESG objectives. These incorporate objectives against environmental (via sustainability and decarbonisation 
metrics) and social factors (via employee engagement and diversity metrics).  
  
Senior Executive level staff remuneration   
Our CEO takes responsibility for climate-related risks and opportunities and is incentivised, alongside our Chief Financial Officer, 
through climate-related remuneration targets in variable bonus scorecards, which are aligned to company objectives and set by our 
Remuneration Committee. We shared our intention to introduce these performance metrics in our 2021 Annual report and this is the 
first year of implementation. Performance against our stated decarbonisation targets makes up 5% of the overall scorecard and 
periodic updates on our climate performance are provided to our Remuneration Committee. The Committee then independently 
reviews the performance for the reporting year. In 2022, we continued to make clear progress towards both the decarbonisation of 
our investment portfolios and absolute reductions in operational emissions, which is reflected in the Executive Director awards for 
the year.  

○  (B) No, we do not use responsible investment KPIs to evaluate the performance of our senior executive-level staff (or 
equivalent)

EXTERNAL REPORTING AND DISCLOSURES

What elements are included in your regular reporting to clients and/or beneficiaries for the majority of your AUM?

☑ (A) Any changes in policies related to responsible investment
☑ (B) Any changes in governance or oversight related to responsible investment
☑ (C) Stewardship-related commitments
☑ (D) Progress towards stewardship-related commitments
☑ (E) Climate–related commitments
☑ (F) Progress towards climate–related commitments
☐ (G) Human rights–related commitments
☐ (H) Progress towards human rights–related commitments
☐ (I) Commitments to other systematic sustainability issues
☐ (J) Progress towards commitments on other systematic sustainability issues
○  (K) We do not include any of these elements in our regular reporting to clients and/or beneficiaries for the majority of our AUM
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During the reporting year, did your organisation publicly disclose climate-related information in line with the Task Force 
on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures' (TCFD) recommendations?

☑ (A) Yes, including all governance-related recommended disclosures
☑ (B) Yes, including all strategy-related recommended disclosures
☑ (C) Yes, including all risk management–related recommended disclosures
☑ (D) Yes, including all applicable metrics and targets-related recommended disclosures
○  (E) None of the above

Add link(s):

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=afb53552-b713-47a1-888b-ef5edb35b776

During the reporting year, to which international responsible investment standards, frameworks, or regulations did your 
organisation report?

☑ (A) Disclosures against the European Union's Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR)
Link to example of public disclosures

https://www.abrdn.com/en-is/investor/funds/sfdr-disclosures

☐ (B) Disclosures against the European Union's Taxonomy
☐ (C) Disclosures against the CFA's ESG Disclosures Standard
☐ (D) Disclosures against other international standards, frameworks or regulations
☐ (E) Disclosures against other international standards, frameworks or regulations
☐ (F) Disclosures against other international standards, frameworks or regulations
☐ (G) Disclosures against other international standards, frameworks or regulations
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During the reporting year, did your organisation publicly disclose its membership in and support for trade associations, 
think tanks or similar bodies that conduct any form of political engagement?

○  (A) Yes, we publicly disclosed our membership in and support for trade associations, think tanks, or similar bodies that conduct 
any form of political engagement
○  (B) No, we did not publicly disclose our membership in and support for trade associations, think tanks, or similar bodies that 
conduct any form of political engagement
◉ (C) Not applicable, we were not members in or supporters of any trade associations, think tanks, or similar bodies 
that conduct any form of political engagement during the reporting year

STRATEGY

CAPITAL ALLOCATION

Which elements do your organisation-level exclusions cover?

☐ (A) Exclusions based on our organisation's values or beliefs regarding particular sectors, products or services
☐ (B) Exclusions based on our organisation's values or beliefs regarding particular regions or countries
☐ (C) Exclusions based on minimum standards of business practice aligned with international norms such as the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the International Bill of Human Rights, UN Security Council sanctions or the UN Global 
Compact
☐ (D) Exclusions based on our organisation’s climate change commitments
☑ (E) Other elements

Specify:

Legally required exclusions (e.g. those required by domestic/international law, bans, treaties or embargoes)

○  (F) Not applicable; our organisation does not have any organisation-level exclusions

How does your responsible investment approach influence your strategic asset allocation process?

☑ (A) We incorporate ESG factors into our assessment of expected asset class risks and returns
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (2) for a majority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (3) for a minority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation

☑ (B) We incorporate climate change–related risks and opportunities into our assessment of expected asset class risks 
and returns

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (2) for a majority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (3) for a minority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
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☑ (C) We incorporate human rights–related risks and opportunities into our assessment of expected asset class risks 
and returns

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (2) for a majority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (3) for a minority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation

☑ (D) We incorporate risks and opportunities related to other systematic sustainability issues into our assessment of 
expected asset class risks and returns

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (2) for a majority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation
○  (3) for a minority of our AUM subject to strategic asset allocation

Specify: (Voluntary)
○  (E) We do not incorporate ESG factors, climate change, human rights or other systematic sustainability issues into our 
assessment of expected asset class risks and returns
○  (F) Not applicable; we do not have a strategic asset allocation process

STEWARDSHIP: OVERALL STEWARDSHIP STRATEGY

For the majority of AUM within each asset class, which of the following best describes your primary stewardship 
objective?
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(1) Listed
equity

(2) Fixed
income

(3) Private
equity

(4) Real
estate

(5)
Infrastructure

(6) Hedge
funds

(A) Maximise our portfolio-level risk-
adjusted returns. In doing so, we 
seek to address any risks to overall 
portfolio performance caused by 
individual investees’ contribution to 
systematic sustainability issues.

◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ 

(B) Maximise our individual 
investments’ risk-adjusted returns. In 
doing so, we do not seek to address 
any risks to overall portfolio 
performance caused by individual 
investees’ contribution to systematic 
sustainability issues.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

How does your organisation, or the external service providers or external managers acting on your behalf, prioritise the 
investees or other entities on which to focus its stewardship efforts?

The engagements we undertake with the investments we make are categorised under the following four headings:  
• Review – Part of our ongoing due diligence and frequent interactions led by the analyst responsible for oversight of the investment, 
usually attended by other members of relevant investment teams.  
• Respond – Reacting to an event that may impact a single investment or a selection of similar investments.  
• Enhance – Designed to seek change that, in our view, would enhance the value of our investment.  
• Thematic – Resulting from our focus on a particular ESG theme, such as climate change, diversity and inclusion or modern slavery.  
Our regular ‘review’ meetings are normally held with the executive management responsible for our investments, but we will also engage 
with board members – generally the chair or other non-executive directors. Such meetings further develop our understanding of how the 
board is fulfilling its responsibilities and give us the opportunity to communicate views constructively, as and when appropriate.  
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Our ‘respond’ and ‘enhance’ engagements are bespoke interactions with specific outcome intentions and are defined as priority 
engagements. These also focus on the delivery of long-term value from the investments we make on behalf of clients. The nature of ESG 
risks are such that they are ever-present but require a long-term outlook to fully assess them. Our engagements will often be with board 
members, both executive and non-executive, but will also include detailed assessment of specific risk mitigation through engagement with 
relevant experts within a company, including those relating to sustainability.  
For our ‘thematic’ engagements, we select investments which are felt to be materially impacted by ESG themes identified by the 
Investments Sustainability Group. These themes may arise in the short term due to particular events, or may be long running in nature and 
impacting many sectors and investments. Engagements relating to a specific theme are likely to occur over multiple planning periods and 
will be led by our Investments Sustainability Group experts.  
The engagement planning process is led by our investment desks, supported by the Investments Sustainability Group, and is informed by 
our ongoing diligence and research, reviews of investment sectors, specific fund reviews, our ESG scoring mechanisms and the peer 
review processes used by investment desks. Of particular importance to us is the benefit of sharing and collaborating across our asset class 
teams. Our equity, fixed income and real estate teams are often investing in and engaging with the same issuers, but using a different 
analytical lens, binging new insights.  
When planning company engagement, our approach is to review the total securities held across all funds to form a view on the overall 
position for our clients. If this is across different asset classes, then the relevant desks are notified accordingly to ensure there is the 
alignment on the reasons for engaging and that a holistic view on the engagement drivers is captured. Total holdings represent one of many 
factors that drive our engagement activity, the full list is as follows:  
● Size of holding  
● Size of holding in relation to company’s market cap  
● Internal ESG ratings - these include overall ESG House Score rating and ratings from different investment desks, including fixed 
income and equity  
● External ratings, including providers such as MSCI  
● Milestones, where we have asked for actions from a company and seek to measure response  
● Reactive engagement as a result of breaking issues  
● Voting resolutions   
● Thematic engagement e.g. a particular focus on a specific ESG topic, such as deforestation  
● Mandate driven - engagement in relation to a specific fund mandate or range of mandates  
● Specific client requests  
● Companies identified as ‘winner list’ securities that we actively seek to invest in  
In addition, we endeavour to vote at all general meetings of our investee companies and this is an important element of our ongoing 
engagement with management and boards. We regularly engage with companies prior to voting, where further context, clarification or 
discussion is considered necessary. If we plan to vote against company management we will generally inform the company, to exchange 
views and explain why we do not think the proposal is in our clients’ best interests. This forms an important part of our engagement policy 
and if company management disregards our views or is not responsive to our suggestions, this adds to our understanding of the company 
and will be a factor in our considering how to escalate our engagement.  
  
Every year, we update our Listed Company ESG Principles and Voting Policies, which sets out key voting topics and related expectations: 
https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=08bef34e-1287-404f-8196-03393c3fb91e  
Some top issues for voting are summarised in this document.  

Which of the following best describes your organisation's default position, or the position of the external service 
providers or external managers acting on your behalf, concerning collaborative stewardship efforts?
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○  (A) We recognise the value of collective action, and as a result, we prioritise collaborative stewardship efforts wherever 
possible
◉ (B) We collaborate on a case-by-case basis
○  (C) Other
○  (D) We do not join collaborative stewardship efforts

Elaborate on your organisation’s default position on collaborative stewardship, or the position of the external service 
providers or external investment managers acting on your behalf, including any other details on your overall approach to 
collaboration.

We are open to working with other investors to engage collaboratively with the companies in which we invest, where we have aligned 
interests.  We have undertaken collaborative engagement for many years on topics such as climate change, nature loss, human rights, 
gender equality and governance issues.  We use forum’s, such as the Investor Forum and the PRI to aid this work.  Examples of this 
include:  
  
In our Net Zero engagement with the top 20 highest net financed emitters we collaborated with Climate Action 100+ on RWE and Enel.  We 
deemed collaborative engagement on those companies effective as they also appear in the top 20 Net Zero emitters.  We also joined the 
PRI platform Advance focusing on Human Rights due to our thematic focus on Just Transition.  We also support collaborative engagement 
on EDF and Engie as both companies are in our top 20 list of Net Zero emitters.

Rank the channels that are most important for your organisation in achieving its stewardship objectives.

☑ (A) Internal resources, e.g. stewardship team, investment team, ESG team, or staff
Select from the list:
◉ 1

☑ (B) External investment managers, third-party operators and/or external property managers, if applicable
Select from the list:
◉ 3

☑ (C) External paid specialist stewardship services (e.g. engagement overlay services or, in private markets, 
sustainability consultants) excluding investment managers, real assets third-party operators, or external property 
managers

Select from the list:
◉ 5

☑ (D) Informal or unstructured collaborations with investors or other entities
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Select from the list:
◉ 4

☑ (E) Formal collaborative engagements, e.g. PRI-coordinated collaborative engagements, Climate Action 100+, or 
similar

Select from the list:
◉ 2

○  (F) We do not use any of these channels

How are your organisation’s stewardship activities linked to your investment decision making, and vice versa?

Engagement is a core part of our investment process and part of our initial analysis as well as ongoing investment in a company.  
Engagement is undertaken by the investment teams, or led by the Active Ownership team in conjunction with the investment teams.  This 
ensures that the insights gained can form part of the investment rationale.  Engagement can either be conducted as part of our mainstream 
meetings with a company, or on a specific ESG topic.  
  
We believe that it is important for our engagement activities to enable us to make better investment decisions. This is done by:  
• Understanding how investors’ interests can be protected through the management of risks that materially impact business success.  
• As active owners of our clients’ assets, we seek to collaborate with our investee companies as we navigate the huge shifts we are 
seeing across global economies.  
• Understanding the material risks and opportunities – including those relating to environmental and social factors and helping to shape 
the future success of the business.  
  
We are currently engaging on Net Zero with the house top 20 net financed emitters (integrated list of Equities and Fixed Income). We have 
established a framework which enables a consistent approach of engaging across sectors and regions.  

If relevant, provide any further details on your organisation's overall stewardship strategy.
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abrdn’s stewardship aims and commitments:  
  
Our stewardship strategy is outline in detail in our Stewardship Report - https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=50636955-103f-47cb-86e2-
036aec4d30d4  
  
To meet the needs of our clients and key stakeholders, and create benefits for the economy, society, and environment, we focus on these 
core areas:   
1. Our investment process: We integrate and appraise ESG factors in our investment process and seek to generate the best long-term 
outcomes for our clients, consistent with their risk and asset allocation preferences.   
2. Our investment activity: We actively take steps as stewards and seek to deliver long-term, sustainable value consistent with our clients’ 
objectives and risk tolerance.   
3. Our client journey: We clearly define how we act in our clients’ interests in delivering our stewardship and ESG principles and 
transparently report on our actions to meet those interests.   
4. Our corporate influence: We actively support enhancements to policy, regulatory and industry standards to deliver a better future for 
our clients, the environment and society.   
5. Our corporate activity: We gather data to understand and manage the material ESG factors in our own operations to ensure our own 
impact contributes to positive outcomes for all stakeholders.  

STEWARDSHIP: (PROXY) VOTING

When you use external service providers to give recommendations, how do you ensure those recommendations are 
consistent with your organisation's (proxy) voting policy?

☑ (A) Before voting is executed, we review external service providers' voting recommendations for controversial and 
high-profile votes

Select from the below list:
○  (1) in all cases
◉ (2) in a majority of cases
○  (3) in a minority of cases

☑ (B) Before voting is executed, we review external service providers' voting recommendations where the application of 
our voting policy is unclear

Select from the below list:
○  (1) in all cases
◉ (2) in a majority of cases
○  (3) in a minority of cases

☐ (C) We ensure consistency with our voting policy by reviewing external service providers' voting recommendations only after 
voting has been executed
○  (D) We do not review external service providers’ voting recommendations
○  (E) Not applicable; we do not use external service providers to give voting recommendations
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How is voting addressed in your securities lending programme?

○  (A) We recall all securities for voting on all ballot items
◉ (B) When a vote is deemed important according to pre-established criteria (e.g. high stake in the company), we recall 
all our securities for voting

Provide details on these criteria:

Where we lend stock on behalf of clients, and subject to the terms of client agreements, we hold the right to recall shares where it is 
in clients’ interests and we take the view that it will impact the final vote to maintain full voting weight on a particular meeting or 
resolution.

○  (C) Other
○  (D) We do not recall our securities for voting purposes
○  (E) Not applicable; we do not have a securities lending programme

For the majority of votes cast over which you have discretion to vote, which of the following best describes your decision 
making approach regarding shareholder resolutions (or that of your external service provider(s) if decision making is 
delegated to them)?

◉ (A) We vote in favour of resolutions expected to advance progress on our stewardship priorities, including affirming a 
company's good practice or prior commitment
○  (B) We vote in favour of resolutions expected to advance progress on our stewardship priorities, but only if the investee 
company has not already publicly committed to the action(s) requested in the proposal
○  (C) We vote in favour of shareholder resolutions only as an escalation measure
○  (D) We vote in favour of the investee company management’s recommendations by default
○  (E) Not applicable; we do not vote on shareholder resolutions
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During the reporting year, how did your organisation, or your external service provider(s), pre-declare voting intentions 
prior to voting in annual general meetings (AGMs) or extraordinary general meetings (EGMs)?

☐ (A) We pre-declared our voting intentions publicly through the PRI's vote declaration system on the Resolution Database
☐ (B) We pre-declared our voting intentions publicly by other means, e.g. through our website
☑ (C) We privately communicated our voting decision to investee companies prior to the AGM/EGM
○  (D) We did not privately or publicly communicate our voting intentions prior to the AGM/EGM
○  (E) Not applicable; we did not cast any (proxy) votes during the reporting year

After voting has taken place, do you publicly disclose your (proxy) voting decisions or those made on your behalf by your 
external service provider(s), company by company and in a central source?

◉ (A) Yes, for all (proxy) votes
Add link(s):

https://www.abrdn.com/en-us/investor/sustainable-investing/voting

○  (B) Yes, for the majority of (proxy) votes
○  (C) Yes, for a minority of (proxy) votes
○  (D) No, we do not publicly report our (proxy) voting decisions company-by-company and in a central source

In the majority of cases, how soon after an investee's annual general meeting (AGM) or extraordinary general meeting 
(EGM) do you publish your voting decisions?

◉ (A) Within one month of the AGM/EGM
○  (B) Within three months of the AGM/EGM
○  (C) Within six months of the AGM/EGM
○  (D) Within one year of the AGM/EGM
○  (E) More than one year after the AGM/EGM
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After voting has taken place, did your organisation, and/or the external service provider(s) acting on your behalf, 
communicate the rationale for your voting decisions during the reporting year?

(1) In cases where we abstained or
voted against management

recommendations

(2) In cases where we voted against
an ESG-related shareholder resolution

(A) Yes, we publicly disclosed the 
rationale

(1) for all votes (1) for all votes

(B) Yes, we privately 
communicated the rationale to the 
company

(3) for a minority of votes (3) for a minority of votes

(C) We did not publicly or privately 
communicate the rationale, or we 
did not track this information

○ ○ 

(D) Not applicable; we did not 
abstain or vote against 
management recommendations or 
ESG-related shareholder 
resolutions during the reporting 
year

○ ○ 

(A) Yes, we publicly disclosed the rationale - Add link(s):

https://www.abrdn.com/en-us/investor/sustainable-investing/voting
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How does your organisation ensure vote confirmation, i.e. that your votes have been cast and counted correctly?

Our proxy voting administration team runs a monthly vote rejection report which we have set-up via the ISS platform. Following a review of 
this report we will take action on the relevant funds and markets that we can impact accordingly to hopefully ensure that future votes will be 
accepted and counted correctly. For example by ensuring that Powers of Attorney’s are in place.

STEWARDSHIP: ESCALATION

For your listed equity holdings, what escalation measures did your organisation, or the external investment managers or 
service providers acting on your behalf, use in the past three years?

(1) Listed equity (2) Direct listed equity holdings in
hedge fund portfolios

(A) Joining or broadening an 
existing collaborative engagement 
or creating a new one

☑ ☐ 

(B) Filing, co-filing, and/or 
submitting a shareholder resolution 
or proposal

☐ ☐ 

(C) Publicly engaging the entity, 
e.g. signing an open letter

☑ ☐ 

(D) Voting against the re-election 
of one or more board directors

☑ ☐ 

(E) Voting against the chair of the 
board of directors, or equivalent, 
e.g. lead independent director

☑ ☐ 

(F) Divesting ☑ ☐ 

(G) Litigation ☑ ☐ 
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(H) Other ☑ ☐ 

(I) In the past three years, we did 
not use any of the above 
escalation measures for our listed 
equity holdings

○ ◉ 

(H) Other - (1) Listed equity - Specify:

Use media to announce our voting action to escalate: https://news.sky.com/story/british-gas-owner-centrica-faces-pay-revolt-from-top-city-
firm-12894454

(I) In the past three years, we did not use any of the above escalation measures for our listed equity holdings - (2) 
Direct listed equity holdings in hedge funds portfolios - Explain why: (Voluntary)

We didn't have any direct listed equity holdings in hedge fund portfolios.

For your corporate fixed income assets, what escalation measures did your organisation, or the external investment 
managers or service providers acting on your behalf, use in the past three years?

☑ (A) Joining or broadening an existing collaborative engagement or creating a new one
☑ (B) Publicly engaging the entity, e.g. signing an open letter
☐ (C) Not investing
☑ (D) Reducing exposure to the investee entity
☑ (E) Divesting
☐ (F) Litigation
☑ (G) Other

Specify:

We have produced external research on engagement - supermarket and living wage review: https://ifamagazine.com/during-the-
cost-of-living-crisis-supermarkets-are-trying-to-balance-prices-profits-and-pay/

○  (H) In the past three years, we did not use any of the above escalation measures for our corporate fixed income assets
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STEWARDSHIP: ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY MAKERS

Did your organisation, or the external investment managers or service providers acting on your behalf, engage with policy 
makers as part of your responsible investment approach during the reporting year?

☑ (A) Yes, we engaged with policy makers directly
☑ (B) Yes, we engaged with policy makers through the leadership of or active participation in working groups or 
collaborative initiatives, including via the PRI
☑ (C) Yes, we were members of, supported, or were in another way affiliated with third party organisations, including 
trade associations and non-profit organisations, that engage with policy makers, excluding the PRI
○  (D) We did not engage with policy makers directly or indirectly during the reporting year beyond our membership in the PRI

During the reporting year, what methods did you, or the external investment managers or service providers acting on your 
behalf, use to engage with policy makers as part of your responsible investment approach?

☑ (A) We participated in 'sign-on' letters
☑ (B) We responded to policy consultations
☐ (C) We provided technical input via government- or regulator-backed working groups
☑ (D) We engaged policy makers on our own initiative

Describe:

Our External Affairs team supports the implementation of our corporate sustainability strategy through our engagement with 
policymakers and regulators on relevant areas of policy – including emerging sustainability disclosure standards, green taxonomies 
and transition pathways. While we engage directly with policymakers on behalf of the company and our stakeholders we also 
respond to government and regulatory consultations, contribute evidence to parliamentary inquiries and work closely with our trade 
associations to help shape industry positions.

☐ (E) Other methods
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During the reporting year, did your organisation publicly disclose details of your engagement with policy makers 
conducted as part of your responsible investment approach, including through external investment managers or service 
providers?

☐ (A) We publicly disclosed all our policy positions
☑ (B) We publicly disclosed details of our engagements with policy makers

Add link(s):

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=afb53552-b713-47a1-888b-ef5edb35b776
https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=50636955-103f-47cb-86e2-036aec4d30d4

○  (C) No, we did not publicly disclose details of our engagement with policy makers conducted as part of our responsible 
investment approach during the reporting year

CLIMATE CHANGE

Has your organisation identified climate-related risks and opportunities affecting your investments?

☑ (A) Yes, within our standard planning horizon
Specify the risks and opportunities identified and your relevant standard planning horizon:

As part of our climate change integration into investments, abrdn has developed a bespoke climate scenario analysis, the framework 
takes the “off-the-shelf” scenarios from the NGFS and complements them with bespoke scenarios which take more granular 
considerations on a sector and regional basis. These consider our macro, policy and technological views in relation to the energy 
transition. Taking this approach also enables us to take a probabilistic view of climate change. We have published on this scenario 
analysis framework extensively and have found both upside financial opportunities and risks across sectors but also within sectors. 
The analysis considers various drivers such as demand creation, demand destruction, carbon price risk, physical risk, abatement 
opportunities and adaptation readiness. While this analysis considers a long-term time horizon out to 2050, the methodology utilises 
a discounted cash flow to produce a net present value impact which is relevant for investors today.  
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We incorporate a range of tools beyond climate scenario analysis across asset classes where appropriate, this includes: carbon 
footprinting, portfolio alignment (covering  Maturity Scale, Implied Temperature Rise and Benchmark Divergence), a corporate 
transition plan credibility assessment framework, climate policy index, ESG house score, sector and individual stock-level research. 
The data we pull in for these tools cover: GHG emissions data, Climate Action 100+ benchmark data, Transition Pathway Initiative 
data, CDP data, green revenues data, MSCI and Planetrics company targets data. We have worked closely with our private markets 
team to align the data structure of this data that is more commonly available in public markets.  
  
We have integrated company targets into our climate scenario analysis, along with our corporate transition plan credibility 
assessment. These initiatives have helped produce granular information for investment desks to better navigate the ever-increasing 
number of net-zero commitments being set by corporates.   
  
These toolkits complement our additional sector and individual company research which is carried out within investment teams and 
within the Sustainability Group function, often with overlapping collaboration. Each investment team has weekly interaction with 
members of the Sustainability Group which informs investment and sustainability views on individual companies and supports 
research efforts.  
Across all of these areas we have identified both climate-related risks and opportunities which help to inform our investment decision 
making.  
  
In November 2021, we published our Net Zero Directed Investing (NZDI) strategy, with a commitment to reduce the carbon intensity 
of the assets we invest in by 50% by 2030 versus a 2019 baseline. The assets in scope for the 50% target are Equities, Corporate 
Credit, Quantitative Investment Strategies (QIS), Real Estate, Discretionary and selected Multi-Asset funds, representing around 
30% of our total AUM. We aim to increase this over time as data availability improves and client demand for incorporating carbon 
targets into mandates increases. We have seen significant interest in demand for product frameworks within our sustainable index 
range and climate transition bond framework, which seeks to allocate capital to firms taking clear and credible action to decarbonise 
their operations.  

☑ (B) Yes, beyond our standard planning horizon
Specify the risks and opportunities identified and your relevant standard planning horizon:

The climate scenario analysis framework goes out until 2050, as such it takes a longer-term view than what is typical for most 
investors.  
  
As part of our climate change integration into investments, abrdn has developed a bespoke climate scenario analysis, the framework 
takes the “off-the-shelf” scenarios from the NGFS and complements them with bespoke scenarios which take more granular 
considerations on a sector and regional basis. These consider our macro, policy and technological views in relation to the energy 
transition. Taking this approach also enables us to take a probabilistic view of climate change. We have published on this scenario 
analysis framework extensively and have found both upside financial opportunities and risks across sectors but also within sectors. 
The analysis considers various drivers such as demand creation, demand destruction, carbon price risk, physical risk, abatement 
opportunities and adaptation readiness. While this analysis considers a long-term time horizon out to 2050, the methodology utilises 
a discounted cash flow to produce a net present value impact which is relevant for investors today.

○  (C) No, we have not identified climate-related risks and/or opportunities affecting our investments

Does your organisation integrate climate-related risks and opportunities affecting your investments in its overall 
investment strategy, financial planning and (if relevant) products?

◉ (A) Yes, our overall investment strategy, financial planning and (if relevant) products integrate climate-related risks 
and opportunities
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Describe how climate-related risks and opportunities have affected or are expected to affect your investment strategy, financial 
planning and (if relevant) products:

Please refer to pages 11-21 of our 2022 Sustainability and TCFD Report - Sustainability+and+TCFD+report+2022.pdf (abrdn.com)  
  
abrdn has built a number of capabilities across asset classes to integrate climate-related risks and opportunities in investment 
strategies and products. Within corporate credit we have developed a climate transition bond framework which seeks to allocate 
capital to companies with credible decarbonisation targets that are demonstrable and have real-world impact, particularly in the 
higher emitting sectors such as utilities, materials, and industrials.   
  
Within our Quantitative Investment Strategies team, we have developed a range of Sustainable Index products which target carbon 
efficient companies, providing investors with a low-cost passive solution to climate change integration – we continue to explore more 
innovative methods of integrating climate-related data to balance investment, sustainability and cost objectives of clients.   
  
The equities SDG and Impact frameworks incorporate bottom-up analysis of climate change issues to help inform stock selection in 
ESG equity products.   
  
The real estate and other private markets teams are working to improve bottom-up data gathering, seeking to align data quality and 
structure to what is available in the public markets, this will enable further improvements to integration of climate change in these 
asset classes.   
  
We are working closely with asset owner clients that are looking for climate-related integration services beyond fund management 
mandates to include additional consultancy services, data provisions and analysis. We believe this is a value-add we can offer more 
broadly to improve integration across the investing landscape and is an opportunity we are keenly exploring through existing client 
conversations and request for proposals.  

○  (B) No, our organisation has not yet integrated climate-related risks and opportunities into its investment strategy, financial 
planning and (if relevant) products

Which sectors are covered by your organisation’s strategy addressing high-emitting sectors?

☑ (A) Coal
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
We are members of the Powering Past Coal Alliance and have been key stakeholders in engaging with the alliance as it seeks to 
tighten its position. Along with this we seek to publish a new coal position statement with a clear strategy aligning to the alliance 
supported with priority engagement efforts on coal retirement.

☑ (B) Gas
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Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
Our second largest emitter is an integrated Oil & Gas company. Along with a number of other companies, see the TCFD report for 
the full list of companies.  
  
For Oil & Gas companies we are pressing companies to better understand how they seek to compete in a decarbonised future, 
whether this be via electrification (green electrons) or fuels (green molecules). This helps us to determine the competitive landscape, 
the capital allocation decisions they will be making and the credibility of their plans given that the different approaches require 
different technologies. We are keenly aware that many firms have taken steps back when it comes to electrification using 
renewables, which is also indicated via our credibility assessment of energy companies.

☑ (C) Oil
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
Our second largest emitter is an integrated Oil & Gas company. Along with a number of other companies, see the TCFD report for 
the full list of companies.  
  
For Oil & Gas companies we are pressing companies to better understand how they seek to compete in a decarbonised future, 
whether this be via electrification (green electrons) or fuels (green molecules). This helps us to determine the competitive landscape, 
the capital allocation decisions they will be making and the credibility of their plans given that the different approaches require 
different technologies. We are keenly aware that many firms have taken steps back when it comes to electrification using 
renewables, which is also indicated via our credibility assessment of energy companies.

☑ (D) Utilities
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
Our third largest emitter is a utility company based in Europe. Along with a number of other companies, see the TCFD report for the 
full list of companies.

☑ (E) Cement
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
Our largest emitter is a cement company predominantly based in India. See the TCFD report for the full list of companies which 
includes other cement firms.  
  
We have done considerable internal research on the challenges to decarbonising cement and the different routes such as CCUS for 
incumbents and potentially alternative production methods through the use of alternative binders and clinker-free cement.

☑ (F) Steel
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.   
  
For example, a keen focus on how steel production moves towards H2DRI-EAF and increased secondary production routes.

☑ (G) Aviation
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.

☑ (H) Heavy duty road
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Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.   
In this sector technology readiness needs improvements (relative to light duty road) as such we are expecting to see companies 
addressing this.

☑ (I) Light duty road
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
We believe that electrification technology readiness is accelerating in this sector and expect to see continued efforts from investee 
companies to take advantage. This will be highly dependent on the type of company, its regional markets and position in the value-
chain. Nonetheless, setting EV penetration targets, vertical integration into EV charging stations, securing battery supply or vertical 
integration upstream are potential actions we are looking for.

☑ (J) Shipping
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.

☑ (K) Aluminium
Describe your strategy

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
You will find that some aluminium producers are included in our top financed emitters list.  
  
As part of internal research into the capacity requirements of mining in the context of the energy transition, we are looking closely 
into the technology breakthroughs required in aluminium and seeking to allocate capital and engage with investee companies 
appropriately.

☑ (L) Agriculture, forestry, fishery
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.

☑ (M) Chemicals
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.  
  
This is a broad sector, however, we are looking closely at plastic recycling demands given existing commitments, we believe there is 
a likelihood for tight supply in this market and have started to engage with producers on this. Secondly, we the Chemicals sector is 
one of the highest consumers of energy, we expect to see improvements made in energy efficiency and where possible shifts 
towards more renewable sources.

☑ (N) Construction and buildings
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.

☑ (O) Textile and leather
Describe your strategy:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.

☑ (P) Water
Describe your strategy:
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We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.

☑ (Q) Other
Specify:

We have an internal stewardship question bank for all sectors.

Describe your strategy:

We have provided a high-level summary for some key sectors:  
  
We have applied a CDP screen as part of our proxy voting efforts, this creates a minimum expectation for all of our equity holdings. 
This expectation is that the board of all companies takes on the accountability and consideration of climate-related risks and 
opportunities.  
  
A sector agnostic approach we have taken is a commitment to priority engagements for out top 20 financed emitters across equities, 
corporate credit and at a combined house-level. This leaves us with a final list of 38 companies that fall within many of these high-
emitting sectors. Thanks to the calculation of Financed Emissions as defined by PCAF, it considers our share of emissions as a 
percentage of ownership of debt and equity. This makes it an effective metric for the purposes of net-zero engagement as these are 
the most material emissions intensive companies within our holdings.  
  
Please refer to pages 27 and 33 of our 2022 Sustainability and TCFD Report - Sustainability+and+TCFD+report+2022.pdf 
(abrdn.com)  

○  (R) We do not have a strategy addressing high-emitting sectors

Provide a link(s) to your strategy(ies), if available

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=afb53552-b713-47a1-888b-ef5edb35b776

Has your organisation assessed the resilience of its investment strategy in different climate scenarios, including one in 
which the average temperature rise is held to below 2 degrees Celsius (preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius) above pre-
industrial levels?

☐ (A) Yes, using the Inevitable Policy Response Forecast Policy Scenario (FPS) or Required Policy Scenario (RPS)
☐ (B) Yes, using the One Earth Climate Model scenario
☐ (C) Yes, using the International Energy Agency (IEA) Net Zero scenario
☑ (D) Yes, using other scenarios

Specify:
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We have worked closely with Planetrics to develop a number of bespoke scenarios that reflect our views and assess climate-related 
investment risks and opportunities. These are complemented with 7 “off-the-shelf” scenarios as defined by the central banks and 
supervisors’ part of the Network for Greenings the Financial System (NGFS). This also includes the FPS scenario and they have 
close ties to other leading scenarios such as the IEA Net-Zero scenario. One of the key benefits of this is enabling us to take a 
probabilistic view of climate-related risks and opportunities and to take more useful granular views on individual sectors and regions. 
Further information can be found in our Climate Scenario Analysis White Paper - https://www.aberdeenstandard.com/docs?
editionId=8a4a2333-f0cf-4a9c-b87f-ae3040fc8ab5  
  
We use scenario analysis to understand how resilient our portfolios are to uncertain future transition pathways. Our sector's 
operational Scope 1 & 2 is not carbon intensive but understanding the carbon intensity of our investments (Scope 3) and the 
climate-related risks and opportunities is vital in terms of enabling desired client outcomes, and realising our opportunity related to 
lower carbon products and services. Our insights are therefore supporting key stages of our investment processes across research, 
engagement, strategic asset allocation, and investment product solutions. Our year three analysis suggests that approximately three 
quarters of our existing equity portfolios outcompete their corresponding benchmarks when considered against our view of the most 
plausible transition pathway as well as our Paris-aligned mean scenario. The scenario analysis results will differ by fund, driven 
predominantly on the underlying investment strategy of the fund and we are developing solutions to meet the outcome expectations 
of our clients in relation to sustainability in line with our fiduciary duty.  

○  (E) No, we have not assessed the resilience of our investment strategy in different climate scenarios, including one that holds 
temperature rise to below 2 degrees

Does your organisation have a process to identify, assess, and manage the climate-related risks (potentially) affecting 
your investments?

☑ (A) Yes, we have a process to identify and assess climate-related risks
(1) Describe your process

Our approach to identifying climate-related risk is long standing and remains consistent with prior year reporting.   
  
We have two climate change working groups – covering both our operations and investments – that monitor climate-related risk to 
the business. Our assessment of climate-related risk is reflected through our climate risk and opportunity radar that is developed 
using our risk and control self-assessment process.   
  
This process assesses the inherent risk against:   
  
• likelihood, or the percentage chance of an event occurrence in the next 12 months.  
• impacts, including: financial, customer, regulatory and legal, reputational, and process.   
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Inherent risks are then scored with due consideration to mitigation strategies and associated controls. Where we identify material 
risks to the business within the radar, we escalate this through our governance structure. The management process determines 
whether we mitigate, transfer, accept or control risks.  
  
Further information can be found in our Sustainability and TCFD 2022 report pages 22-27 - 
https://abi.abrdn.com/Utilities/Uploads/Handler/Uploader.ashx?
area=composer&filename=Sustainability%2band%2bTCFD%2breport%2b2022.pdf&fileguid=27c66ca4-10f3-410f-8aff-
4995a2c5346a  

(2) Describe how this process is integrated into your overall risk management

Climate-related risk is included within our Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) framework, which is subject to Board oversight.   
  
We operate ‘three lines of defence’ in the management of risk with clearly defined roles and responsibilities.   
• First line: Day-to-day risk management, including identification and mitigation of risks and maintaining appropriate controls.   
• Second line: Oversight from our Risk and Compliance function, which reports to the Chief Risk Officer.   
• Third line: Our Internal Audit function, reporting to the Chief Internal Auditor, independently verifies our systems of control.   
  
As abrdn plc, climate-related risk is therefore considered amongst the principal risks and uncertainties for our business. We do not 
define climate as a singular principal risk due to its close association with other risk categories. In other words, we view climate risk 
to be material, but it is better perceived through financial or regulatory and legal risk categories when considered at enterprise level.  

☑ (B) Yes, we have a process to manage climate-related risks
(1) Describe your process

We manage climate-related risks through our research processes, data, and decision-making.   
  
Research is the foundation of our approach to understanding and managing climate-related risks and opportunities. Our research 
provides insights on regulatory and industry trends across regions. It also helps us understand the physical and transition risks and 
opportunities, enabling us to take informed decisions about how and where to invest.   
  
Climate-related research is carried out by our Research Institute and Sustainability Insights Team. Our scenario analysis platform 
enables us to take a forward-looking view and we can use the results to test the valuation impact on individual funds. Beyond this, 
our insights are published publicly in the form of research papers, articles, and webinars. Our catalogue of original research is 
extensive and this expertise supports our decision-making and effective management of climate-related risks.   
  
Our climate change toolkit   
We have developed a range of tools to help integrate climate-related risk into our decision-making for our active investment process 
and we continue to build our capabilities year-on-year. The underlying data is drawn from a range of vendors with different levels of 
data coverage. Data coverage is limited by various factors including: lack of uniform disclosure and methodological standardisations. 
This is a common challenge, as best practice remains emergent despite accelerate efforts toward global disclosure frameworks.  

(2) Describe how this process is integrated into your overall risk management
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Our governance framework supports the management of climate-related risks, and we address asset manager specific TCFD 
guidance on the following pages.  
  
Page 9 of our Sustainability and TCFD report provides more information: 
https://abi.abrdn.com/Utilities/Uploads/Handler/Uploader.ashx?
area=composer&filename=Sustainability%2band%2bTCFD%2breport%2b2022.pdf&fileguid=27c66ca4-10f3-410f-8aff-
4995a2c5346a

○  (C) No, we do not have any processes to identify, assess, or manage the climate-related risks affecting our investments

During the reporting year, which of the following climate risk metrics or variables affecting your investments did your 
organisation use and disclose?

☑ (A) Exposure to physical risk
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric or variable used
○  (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
◉ (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

(2) Provide link to the disclosed metric or variable, including the methodology followed, as applicable

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=42ec6ae7-d171-4a81-a0ac-1f06106c86b4

☑ (B) Exposure to transition risk
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric or variable used
◉ (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
○  (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

(2) Provide link to the disclosed metric or variable, including the methodology followed, as applicable

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=afb53552-b713-47a1-888b-ef5edb35b776

☑ (C) Internal carbon price
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology
◉ (1) Metric or variable used
○  (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
○  (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

☑ (D) Total carbon emissions
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric or variable used
◉ (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
○  (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

(2) Provide link to the disclosed metric or variable, including the methodology followed, as applicable

https://www.abrdn.com/en-gb/institutional/insights-and-research/why-the-choice-of-carbon-metric-matters

☑ (E) Weighted average carbon intensity
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric or variable used
○  (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
◉ (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology
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(2) Provide link to the disclosed metric or variable, including the methodology followed, as applicable

https://www.abrdn.com/en-gb/institutional/insights-and-research/why-the-choice-of-carbon-metric-matters

☑ (F) Avoided emissions
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology
◉ (1) Metric or variable used
○  (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
○  (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

☑ (G) Implied Temperature Rise (ITR)
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology
◉ (1) Metric or variable used
○  (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
○  (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

☑ (H) Non-ITR measure of portfolio alignment with UNFCCC Paris Agreement goals
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology
◉ (1) Metric or variable used
○  (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
○  (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

☑ (I) Proportion of assets or other business activities aligned with climate-related opportunities
(1) Indicate whether this metric or variable was used and disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric or variable used
○  (2) Metric or variable used and disclosed
◉ (3) Metric or variable used and disclosed, including methodology

(2) Provide link to the disclosed metric or variable, including the methodology followed, as applicable

https://www.aberdeenstandard.com/docs?editionId=8a4a2333-f0cf-4a9c-b87f-ae3040fc8ab5

☐ (J) Other metrics or variables
○  (K) Our organisation did not use or disclose any climate risk metrics or variables affecting our investments during the reporting 
year

During the reporting year, did your organisation disclose its Scope 1, Scope 2, and/or Scope 3 greenhouse gas 
emissions?

☑ (A) Scope 1 emissions
(1) Indicate whether this metric was disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric disclosed
◉ (2) Metric and methodology disclosed

(2) Provide links to the disclosed metric and methodology, as applicable

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=afb53552-b713-47a1-888b-ef5edb35b776

☑ (B) Scope 2 emissions
(1) Indicate whether this metric was disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric disclosed
◉ (2) Metric and methodology disclosed
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(2) Provide links to the disclosed metric and methodology, as applicable

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=afb53552-b713-47a1-888b-ef5edb35b776

☑ (C) Scope 3 emissions (including financed emissions)
(1) Indicate whether this metric was disclosed, including the methodology

○  (1) Metric disclosed
◉ (2) Metric and methodology disclosed

(2) Provide links to the disclosed metric and methodology, as applicable

https://www.abrdn.com/docs?editionId=afb53552-b713-47a1-888b-ef5edb35b776

○  (D) Our organisation did not disclose its Scope 1, Scope 2, or Scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions during the reporting year

SUSTAINABILITY OUTCOMES

Has your organisation identified the intended and unintended sustainability outcomes connected to its investment 
activities?

◉ (A) Yes, we have identified one or more specific sustainability outcomes connected to our investment activities
○  (B) No, we have not yet identified the sustainability outcomes connected to any of our investment activities

Which widely recognised frameworks has your organisation used to identify the intended and unintended sustainability 
outcomes connected to its investment activities?

☑ (A) The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and targets
☑ (B) The UNFCCC Paris Agreement
☑ (C) The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)
☑ (D) OECD frameworks: OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Guidance on Responsible Business 
Conduct for Institutional Investors
☑ (E) The EU Taxonomy
☐ (F) Other relevant taxonomies
☐ (G) The International Bill of Human Rights
☑ (H) The International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the eight 
core conventions
☐ (I) The Convention on Biological Diversity
☐ (J) Other international framework(s)
☐ (K) Other regional framework(s)
☐ (L) Other sectoral/issue-specific framework(s)
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○  (M) Our organisation did not use any widely recognised frameworks to identify the intended and unintended sustainability 
outcomes connected to its investment activities

What are the primary methods that your organisation has used to determine the most important intended and unintended 
sustainability outcomes connected to its investment activities?

☑ (A) Identify sustainability outcomes that are closely linked to our core investment activities
☑ (B) Consult with key clients and/or beneficiaries to align with their priorities
☑ (C) Assess which actual or potential negative outcomes for people are most severe based on their scale, scope, and 
irremediable character
☐ (D) Identify sustainability outcomes that are closely linked to systematic sustainability issues
☐ (E) Analyse the input from different stakeholders (e.g. affected communities, civil society, trade unions or similar)
☐ (F) Understand the geographical relevance of specific sustainability outcome objectives
☐ (G) Other method
○  (H) We have not yet determined the most important sustainability outcomes connected to our investment activities

Has your organisation taken action on any specific sustainability outcomes connected to its investment activities, 
including to prevent and mitigate actual and potential negative outcomes?

◉ (A) Yes, we have taken action on some of the specific sustainability outcomes connected to our investment activities
○  (B) No, we have not yet taken action on any specific sustainability outcomes connected to our investment activities

Why has your organisation taken action on specific sustainability outcomes connected to its investment activities?

☑ (A) We believe that taking action on sustainability outcomes is relevant to our financial risks and returns over both 
short- and long-term horizons
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☐ (B) We believe that taking action on sustainability outcomes, although not yet relevant to our financial risks and returns, will 
become so over a long-time horizon
☐ (C) We have been requested to do so by our clients and/or beneficiaries
☑ (D) We want to prepare for and respond to legal and regulatory developments that are increasingly addressing 
sustainability outcomes
☑ (E) We want to protect our reputation, particularly in the event of negative sustainability outcomes connected to 
investments
☐ (F) We want to enhance our social licence-to-operate (i.e. the trust of beneficiaries, clients, and other stakeholders)
☑ (G) We believe that taking action on sustainability outcomes in parallel to financial return goals has merit in its own 
right
☐ (H) Other

HUMAN RIGHTS

During the reporting year, what steps did your organisation take to identify and take action on the actual and potentially 
negative outcomes for people connected to your investment activities?

☑ (A) We assessed the human rights context of our potential and/or existing investments and projected how this could 
connect our organisation to negative human rights outcomes

Explain how these activities were conducted:

See answers in D)

☐ (B) We assessed whether individuals at risk or already affected might be at heightened risk of harm
☑ (C) We consulted with individuals and groups who were at risk or already affected, their representatives and/or other 
relevant stakeholders such as human rights experts

Explain how these activities were conducted:

We rarely have access to the individuals affected by the policies, activities, products, services or business relationships of our 
investees. We therefore look to representative organisations for insights. This can include the UN and its Special Rapporteurs, 
NGOs, international development agencies, trade unions and non-profit organisations. They publish research reports on human-
rights topics and in some instances contact us for ongoing dialogue. At times, we also have opportunities to engage with these 
representatives through our membership in industry groups, such as the Investor Alliance for Human Rights.   
  
For example, in 2022, the Investor Alliance for Human Rights’ working group on information and communications technology hosted 
representatives from NGOs providing insight into the human rights impacts of technology in use. We also engaged with UNI Global 
Union in relation to their concerns about employee relations at Teleperformance.

☑ (D) We took other steps to assess and manage the actual and potentially negative outcomes for people connected to 
our investment activities

Specify:
Explain how these activities were conducted:
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We focus our human-rights work on high-risk areas. We identify high-risk areas based on the severity of potential adverse human-
rights impacts and the likelihood of the impact occurring. In practice, this means considering human rights from both a macro (or top-
down) and micro (or bottom-up) perspective.  
  
• Top-down: We draw on political and social research to understand the human-rights environment and its interaction with our 
investments. Our aim here is to identify key rights at risk in countries and regions, using proprietary ESG frameworks and indices. At 
the investment level, this research is used to inform our analysis of both government and corporate securities.  
• Bottom-up: The salient human-rights risks that a company faces also vary by the types of activities in which it is involved. We 
use a high-level summary of key human-rights issues by industry to guide our analysis. This list is not exhaustive but helps us to 
focus our attention in the most salient areas. Many businesses have complex business models, corporate structures, supply chains 
and/or business partnerships that can change the nature of salient human-rights issues, so a fuller analysis on a company-by-
company basis is also undertaken by our investment teams.  
  
These considerations are used to inform our engagement and stewardship activities, and ultimately our investment decisions. As a 
large global investor, we are often in a position of influence, which can be used to drive positive change. We prioritise engagement 
with companies and issuers in these situations:   
  
• The business model and/or activities have a high potential for adverse human-rights impacts.   
• We believe there are gaps between a human-rights policy and its implementation.  
• We have identified the human-rights environment or operating context as high risk.  
• The company or issuer has a known history of adverse human-rights impacts.  
• Reports from affected groups or rights-holder representatives raise significant concerns.   
  
Our policy is to encourage companies and issuers to use the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) to 
guide their approach to identifying and managing human-rights issues. We also encourage increased transparency and meaningful 
public disclosure, as this helps us to make more informed investment decisions on human-rights issues.  
  
  
Human rights issues are often complex and persistent. Through active engagement, we can help guide our investees toward best 
practices and participate in complex, nuanced conversations aimed at addressing systemic human-rights issues. Where our 
contacts are unwilling to engage or we see insufficient progress, we will look for ways to increase our leverage, e.g., by joining 
collaborative industry groups. As a last resort, we may consider selling our holdings.  
  
For further information, please refer to our human rights approach document on our website.  

○  (E) We did not identify and take action on the actual and potentially negative outcomes for people connected to any of our 
investment activities during the reporting year

During the reporting year, which stakeholder groups did your organisation include when identifying and taking action on 
the actual and potentially negative outcomes for people connected to your investment activities?

☑ (A) Workers
Sector(s) for which each stakeholder group was included
☑ (1) Energy
☑ (2) Materials
☐ (3) Industrials
☐ (4) Consumer discretionary
☑ (5) Consumer staples
☐ (6) Healthcare
☐ (7) Finance
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☑ (8) Information technology
☐ (9) Communication services
☑ (10) Utilities
☐ (11) Real estate

☑ (B) Communities
Sector(s) for which each stakeholder group was included
☑ (1) Energy
☑ (2) Materials
☐ (3) Industrials
☐ (4) Consumer discretionary
☐ (5) Consumer staples
☐ (6) Healthcare
☐ (7) Finance
☑ (8) Information technology
☐ (9) Communication services
☐ (10) Utilities
☐ (11) Real estate

☑ (C) Customers and end-users
Sector(s) for which each stakeholder group was included
☐ (1) Energy
☐ (2) Materials
☐ (3) Industrials
☐ (4) Consumer discretionary
☑ (5) Consumer staples
☐ (6) Healthcare
☐ (7) Finance
☐ (8) Information technology
☐ (9) Communication services
☑ (10) Utilities
☐ (11) Real estate

☐ (D) Other stakeholder groups

During the reporting year, what information sources did your organisation use to identify the actual and potentially 
negative outcomes for people connected to its investment activities?

☑ (A) Corporate disclosures
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Human rights are typically an under-researched area in the investment community, and corporate disclosures are generally very 
poor. Therefore, some of our usual information sources, which would normally feed into our investment research, are not available to 
us. In undertaking human-rights research, we frequently rely on independent sources such as NGOs, trade unions, international 
development organisations and academia. We also get useful insights from non-profit organisations such as the Corporate Human 
Rights Benchmark, the Access to Medicine Index and the Access to Nutrition Initiative (ATNI).

☑ (B) Media reports
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:
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Please see our response in A)

☑ (C) Reports and other information from NGOs and human rights institutions
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Please see our response in A)

☑ (D) Country reports, for example, by multilateral institutions, e.g. OECD, World Bank
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Please see our response in A)

☑ (E) Data provider scores or benchmarks
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Please see our response in A)

☑ (F) Human rights violation alerts
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Please see our response in A)

☑ (G) Sell-side research
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Please see our response in A)

☑ (H) Investor networks or other investors
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Please see our response in A)

☑ (I) Information provided directly by affected stakeholders or their representatives
Provide further detail on how your organisation used these information sources:

Please see our response in A)

☐ (J) Social media analysis
☐ (K) Other

During the reporting year, did your organisation, directly or through influence over investees, enable access to remedy for 
people affected by negative human rights outcomes connected to your investment activities?

☐ (A) Yes, we enabled access to remedy directly for people affected by negative human rights outcomes we caused or 
contributed to through our investment activities
☑ (B) Yes, we used our influence to ensure that our investees provided access to remedies for people affected by 
negative human rights outcomes we were linked to through our investment activities

Describe:
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To be clear, we used our influence to encourage our investees to provide access to remedies where they cause adverse human 
rights impacts. Investees have multiple stakeholders that seek to influence them, so it is not appropriate for us to claim that our 
influence ensures that remedy is provided, as this may be attributed to multiple drivers, including but not limited to abrdn’s voice. For 
example, we have engaged with Vale and BHP multiple times over the year in relation to reparations following tailings dam collapses 
at Samarco.

○  (C) No, we did not enable access to remedy directly, or through the use of influence over investees, for people affected by 
negative human rights outcomes connected to our investment activities during the reporting year

MANAGER SELECTION, APPOINTMENT AND
MONITORING (SAM)
OVERALL APPROACH

EXTERNAL INVESTMENT MANAGERS

For the majority of your externally managed AUM in each asset class, which responsible investment aspects does your 
organisation consider important in the assessment of external investment managers?

(5) Private equity (6) Real estate (8) Hedge funds

Organisation

(A) Commitment to and experience 
in responsible investment

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(B) Responsible investment 
policy(ies)

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(C) Governance structure and 
senior-level oversight and 
accountability

☑ ☑ ☑ 

People and Culture

(D) Adequate resourcing and 
incentives

☑ ☑ ☑ 
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(E) Staff competencies and 
experience in responsible 
investment

☑ ☑ ☑ 

Investment Process

(F) Incorporation of material ESG 
factors in the investment process

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(G) Incorporation of risks 
connected to systematic 
sustainability issues in the 
investment process

☑ ☑ ☐ 

(H) Incorporation of material ESG 
factors and ESG risks connected 
to systematic sustainability issues 
in portfolio risk assessment

☑ ☑ ☐ 

Stewardship

(I) Policy(ies) or guidelines on 
stewardship

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(J) Policy(ies) or guidelines on 
(proxy) voting

☐ ☐ ☐ 

(K) Use of stewardship tools and 
activities

☑ ☑ ☐ 

(L) Incorporation of risks 
connected to systematic 
sustainability issues in stewardship 
practices

☑ ☑ ☐ 

(M) Involvement in collaborative 
engagement and stewardship 
initiatives

☑ ☑ ☐ 

(N) Engagement with policy 
makers and other non-investee 
stakeholders

☐ ☐ ☐ 

(O) Results of stewardship 
activities

☑ ☐ ☐ 
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Performance and Reporting

(P) ESG disclosure in regular client 
reporting

☐ ☑ ☐ 

(Q) Inclusion of ESG factors in 
contractual agreements

☐ ☑ ☐ 

(R) We do not consider any of the 
above responsible investment 
aspects important in the 
assessment of external investment 
managers

○ ○ ○ 

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Which responsible investment aspects does your organisation consider important when assessing all service providers 
that advise you in the selection, appointment and/or monitoring of external investment managers?

☑ (A) Incorporation of their responsible investment policy into advisory services
☑ (B) Ability to accommodate our responsible investment policy
☑ (C) Level of staff’s responsible investment expertise
☑ (D) Use of data and analytical tools to assess the external investment manager’s responsible investment performance
☐ (E) Other
○  (F) We do not consider any of the above responsible investment aspects important when assessing service providers that 
advise us in the selection, appointment and/or monitoring of external investment managers
○  (G) Not applicable; we do not engage service providers in the selection, appointment or monitoring of external investment 
managers
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POOLED FUNDS

If you invest in pooled funds, describe how you incorporate responsible investment aspects into the selection, 
appointment and/or monitoring of external investment managers.

Provide example(s) below

(A) Selection

The key intervention points when selecting a real estate portfolio and investment manager apply on (1) 
Screening and (2) through due diligence which populates the Investment committee memo for discussion 
at the Investment committee.   
1. Screening: In order to screen potential investments, the REMM team have a screening guidance 
document which outlines the screening process. 

This includes ESG guidance which require the following questions to be answered alongside the other 
screening criteria in order to determine whether to proceed with the investment:  
a. Is there an ESG policy in place that can be easily shared.  
b. Is there a dedicated ESG resource?  
c. Do they submit to GRESB?  
d. Do they have a net-zero commitment in place? Or documentation to show how they manage climate 
physical and transition risks.  
  
2. Due diligence for Investment Committee. 
  
For IC approval relating to new investments, there is a two-stage IC decision-making process (i.e. Stage 1 
and Stage 2 Investment Committee). A representative of the Real Estate ESG team sits within the REMM 
Investment Committee (“IC”), and has voting power but no veto power. A two thirds majority is required for 
the investment to proceed.

(B) 
Appointment

Incorporate client-specific ESG obligations and requirements to side letters and other legal documentation 
when subscribing to an external investment manager’s fund.

(C) Monitoring
ESG consideration and analysis is carried out through the management of existing investments through 
(1) Annual manager ESG survey (2) ESG data request and (3) annual Investment plan reviews including a 
holistic ESG risk and review process.
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SELECTION

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT PRACTICES

During the reporting year, did your organisation select new external investment managers or allocate new mandates to 
existing investment managers?

◉ (A) Yes, we selected external investment managers or allocated new mandates to existing investment managers 
during the reporting year
○  (B) No, we did not select new external investment managers or allocate new mandates to existing investment managers during 
the reporting year
○  (C) Not applicable; our organisation is in a captive relationship with external investment managers, which applies to 90% or 
more of our AUM

During the reporting year, what responsible investment aspects did your organisation, or the service provider acting on 
your behalf, review and evaluate when selecting new external investment managers or allocating new mandates to 
existing investment managers?

Organisation
☑ (A) Commitment to and experience in responsible investment (e.g. commitment to responsible investment principles 
and standards)

Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (B) Responsible investment policy(ies) (e.g. the alignment of their responsible investment policy with the investment 
mandate)

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (C) Governance structure and senior-level oversight and accountability (e.g. the adequacy of their governance 
structure and reported conflicts of interest)
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Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

People and Culture
☑ (D) Adequate resourcing and incentives (e.g. their team structures, operating model and remuneration structure, 
including alignment of interests)

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (E) Staff competencies and experience in responsible investment (e.g. level of responsible investment responsibilities 
in their investment team, their responsible investment training and capacity building)

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

Investment Process
☑ (F) Incorporation of material ESG factors in the investment process (e.g. detail and evidence of how such factors are 
incorporated into the selection of individual assets and in portfolio construction)

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (G) Incorporation of risks connected to systematic sustainability issues in the investment process (e.g. detail and 
evidence of how such risks are incorporated into the selection of individual assets and in portfolio construction)

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (H) Incorporation of material ESG factors and ESG risks connected to systematic sustainability issues in portfolio risk 
assessment (e.g. their process to measure and report such risks)

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our mandates

Performance and Reporting
☑ (I) ESG disclosure in regular client reporting

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (J) Inclusion of ESG factors in contractual agreements
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates
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○  (K) We did not review and evaluate any of the above responsible investment aspects when selecting new external investment 
managers or allocating new mandates to existing investment managers during the reporting year

STEWARDSHIP

During the reporting year, which aspects of the stewardship approach did your organisation, or the service provider 
acting on your behalf, review and evaluate when selecting new external investment managers or allocating new mandates 
to existing investment managers?

☑ (A) The alignment of their policy(ies) or guidelines on stewardship with the investment mandate
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (B) Evidence of how they implemented their stewardship objectives, including the effectiveness of their activities
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (C) Their participation in collaborative engagements and stewardship initiatives
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (D) Details of their engagements with companies or issuers on risks connected to systematic sustainability issues
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (E) Details of their engagement activities with policy makers
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our mandates

☑ (F) Their escalation process and the escalation tools included in their policy on stewardship
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our mandates

○  (G) We did not review and evaluate any of the above aspects of the stewardship approach when selecting new external 
investment managers or allocating new mandates to existing investment managers during the reporting year
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APPOINTMENT

SEGREGATED MANDATES

Which responsible investment aspects do your organisation, or the service provider acting on your behalf, explicitly 
include in clauses within your contractual agreements with your external investment managers for segregated mandates?

☑ (A) Their commitment to following our responsible investment strategy in the management of our assets
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (B) Their commitment to incorporating material ESG factors into their investment activities
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (C) Their commitment to incorporating material ESG factors into their stewardship activities
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (D) Their commitment to incorporating risks connected to systematic sustainability issues into their investment 
activities

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (E) Their commitment to incorporating risks connected to systematic sustainability issues into their stewardship 
activities

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (F) Exclusion list(s) or criteria
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (G) Responsible investment communications and reporting obligations, including stewardship activities and results
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (H) Incentives and controls to ensure alignment of interests
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Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (I) Commitments on climate-related disclosure in line with internationally-recognised frameworks such as the TCFD
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (J) Commitment to respect human rights as defined in the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
○  (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
◉ (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☑ (K) Their acknowledgement that their appointment is conditional on the fulfilment of their agreed responsible 
investment commitments

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our segregated mandates
◉ (2) for a majority of our segregated mandates
○  (3) for a minority of our segregated mandates

☐ (L) Other
○  (M) We do not include responsible investment aspects in clauses within our contractual agreements with external investment 
managers for segregated mandates

MONITORING

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT PRACTICES

For the majority of your externally managed AUM in each asset class, which aspects of your external investment 
managers’ responsible investment practices did your organisation, or the service provider acting on your behalf, monitor 
during the reporting year?
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(5) Private equity (6) Real estate (8) Hedge funds

Organisation

(A) Commitment to and experience 
in responsible investment (e.g. 
commitment to responsible 
investment principles and 
standards)

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(B) Responsible investment 
policy(ies) (e.g. the continued 
alignment of their responsible 
investment policy with the 
investment mandate)

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(C) Governance structure and 
senior level oversight and 
accountability (e.g. the adequacy 
of their governance structure and 
reported conflicts of interest)

☑ ☐ ☑ 

People and Culture

(D) Adequate resourcing and 
incentives (e.g. their team 
structures, operating model and 
remuneration structure, including 
alignment of interests)

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(E) Staff competencies and 
experience in responsible 
investment (e.g. level of 
responsible investment 
responsibilities in their investment 
team, their responsible investment 
training and capacity building)

☐ ☐ ☑ 

Investment Process
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(F) Incorporation of material ESG 
factors in the investment process 
(e.g. detail and evidence of how 
such factors are incorporated into 
the selection of individual assets 
and in portfolio construction)

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(G) Incorporation of risks 
connected to systematic 
sustainability issues in the 
investment process (e.g. detail and 
evidence of how such risks are 
incorporated into the selection of 
individual assets and in portfolio 
construction)

☑ ☑ ☐ 

(H) Incorporation of material ESG 
factors and ESG risks connected 
to systematic sustainability issues 
in portfolio risk assessment (e.g. 
their process to measure and 
report such risks, their response to 
ESG incidents)

☑ ☑ ☑ 

Performance and Reporting

(I) ESG disclosure in regular client 
reporting (e.g. any changes in their 
regular client reporting)

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(J) Inclusion of ESG factors in 
contractual agreements

☐ ☐ ☐ 

(K) We did not monitor any of the 
above aspects of our external 
investment managers’ responsible 
investment practices during the 
reporting year

○ ○ ○ 
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Describe an innovative practice you adopted as part of monitoring your external investment managers’ responsible 
investment practices in a specific asset class during the reporting year.

For hedge funds, we use an online survey to review our managers on a number of ESG criteria and results are combined in order to assess 
portfolio level positioning, track trends and benchmark responses year-over-year. Over time, we may look to use this as a way to measure 
our active engagement as we work with managers to help advance their own ESG policies.  
  
For Real estate, internal ESG ratings are ascribed to all external investments. Ratings are based on responses to the REMM team’s 
proprietary ESG Questionnaire which focusses on understanding external investment managers’ adherence to industry principles, 
evolvement of ESG policies, and evaluation of key ESG risks of the investment and how they are being addressed.

For the majority of your externally managed AUM in each asset class, how often does your organisation, or the service 
provider acting on your behalf, monitor your external investment managers’ responsible investment practices?

(5) Private equity (6) Real estate (8) Hedge funds

(A) At least annually ☑ ☑ ☑ 

(B) Less than once a year ☐ ☐ ☐ 

(C) On an ad hoc basis ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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STEWARDSHIP

For the majority of your externally managed AUM in each asset class, which aspects of your external investment 
managers’ stewardship practices did your organisation, or the service provider acting on your behalf, monitor during the 
reporting year?

(5) Private equity (6) Real estate (8) Hedge funds

(A) Any changes in their policy(ies) 
or guidelines on stewardship

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(B) The degree of implementation 
of their policy(ies) or guidelines on 
stewardship

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(C) How they prioritise material 
ESG factors

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(D) How they prioritise risks 
connected to systematic 
sustainability issues

☑ ☑ ☐ 

(E) Their investment team's level of 
involvement in stewardship 
activities

☑ ☐ ☑ 

(F) Whether the results of 
stewardship actions were fed back 
into the investment process and 
decisions

☐ ☐ ☐ 

(G) Whether they used a variety of 
stewardship tools and activities to 
advance their stewardship 
priorities

☐ ☐ ☐ 

(H) The deployment of their 
escalation process in cases where 
initial stewardship efforts were 
unsuccessful

☐ ☐ ☐ 
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(I) Whether they participated in 
collaborative engagements and 
stewardship initiatives

☐ ☐ ☑ 

(J) Whether they had an active role 
in collaborative engagements and 
stewardship initiatives

☐ ☐ ☑ 

(K) Other ☐ ☐ ☐ 

(L) We did not monitor our external 
investment managers’ stewardship 
practices during the reporting year

○ ○ ○ 

ENGAGEMENT AND ESCALATION

Describe how your organisation engaged with external investment managers to improve their responsible investment 
practices during the reporting year.

The example given is in relation to our private equity managers.   
  
As indirect investors, our portfolios of underlying companies are controlled by the private equity managers that we select to partner with.  
We play an important role in ensuring that our private equity managers are focused and committed in implementing ESG improvements 
across their portfolio companies.    
  
Given the relationship-led nature of our market, direct engagement is engraved in our investment strategy. 
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 By engaging with portfolio companies, we can gain a forward looking view on the management of ESG risks and opportunities, and the 
ability to enhance best practice standards.   
  
Our engagement agenda focus on a) transparency and reporting, b) climate change, c) Diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) at the general 
partner.   
Engagement in private equity tends to rely on one or a combination of the following three formats:  
1. Open conversation with our general partners (GP) based on a range of topics of focus at due diligence or monitoring stage, such as 
the GP’s approach to climate change or to DEI  
2. Legal negotiation for aligning on a range of standards or outcomes the GP commits to work during the life of the partnership  
3. Data gathering request during holding period to revaluate and assess GPs’ progress on their ESG priorities  
  
In 2022, our efforts focused on climate change, specifically to produce our first climate change strategy and voluntary TCFD product reports 
for a selection of funds.  

What actions does your organisation, or the service provider acting on your behalf, include in its formal escalation 
process to address concerns raised during monitoring of your external investment managers’ responsible investment 
practices?

(5) Private equity (6) Real estate (8) Hedge funds

(A) Engagement with their 
investment professionals, 
investment committee or other 
representatives

☑ ☐ ☐ 

(B) Notification about their 
placement on a watch list or 
relationship coming under review

☐ ☑ ☑ 

(C) Reduction of capital allocation 
to the external investment 
managers until any concerns have 
been rectified

☐ ☐ ☐ 
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(D) Termination of the contract if 
failings persist over a (notified) 
period, including an explanation of 
the reasons for termination

☐ ☐ ☑ 

(E) Holding off selecting the 
external investment managers for 
new mandates or allocating 
additional capital until any 
concerns have been rectified

☐ ☐ ☑ 

(F) Other ☐ ☐ ☐ 

(G) Our organisation does not 
have a formal escalation process 
to address concerns raised during 
monitoring

○ ○ ○ 

VERIFICATION

For the majority of your externally managed AUM in each asset class, how did your organisation, or the service provider 
acting on your behalf, verify that the information reported by external investment managers on their responsible 
investment practices was correct during the reporting year?

(5) Private equity (6) Real estate (8) Hedge funds

(A) We checked that the 
information reported was verified 
through a third-party assurance 
process

☐ ☐ ☐ 

(B) We checked that the 
information reported was verified 
by an independent third party

☑ ☐ ☐ 

(C) We checked for evidence of 
internal monitoring or compliance

☑ ☐ ☐ 
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(D) Other ☐ ☐ ☐ 

(E) We did not verify the 
information reported by external 
investment managers on their 
responsible investment practices 
during the reporting year

○ ◉ ◉ 

LISTED EQUITY (LE)
OVERALL APPROACH

MATERIALITY ANALYSIS

Does your organisation have a formal investment process to identify and incorporate material ESG factors across your 
listed equity strategies?

(1) Passive
equity

(2) Active -
quantitative

(3) Active -
fundamental

(4) Other
strategies

(A) Yes, our investment process 
incorporates material governance 
factors

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(B) Yes, our investment process 
incorporates material environmental 
and social factors

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(C) Yes, our investment process 
incorporates material ESG factors 
beyond our organisation's average 
investment holding period

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(D) No, we do not have a formal 
process. Our investment 
professionals identify material ESG 
factors at their discretion

○ ○ ○ ○ 
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(E) No, we do not have a formal or 
informal process to identify and 
incorporate material ESG factors

○ ○ ○ ○ 

MONITORING ESG TRENDS

Does your organisation have a formal process for monitoring and reviewing the implications of changing ESG trends 
across your listed equity strategies?

(1) Passive
equity

(2) Active -
quantitative

(3) Active -
fundamental

(4) Other
strategies

(A) Yes, we have a formal process 
that includes scenario analyses

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(B) Yes, we have a formal process, 
but it does not include scenario 
analyses

(C) We do not have a formal 
process for our listed equity 
strategies; our investment 
professionals monitor how ESG 
trends vary over time at their 
discretion

○ ○ ○ ○ 

(D) We do not monitor and review 
the implications of changing ESG 
trends on our listed equity 
strategies

○ ○ ○ ○ 

(A) Yes, we have a formal process that includes scenario analysis - Specify: (Voluntary)
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Our climate scenario analysis framework estimates equity valuation uplifts and impairments based on seven main categories that drive 
future revenues of in scope companies:  
  
1. Physical impact - the physical effects of climate change on the value of assets held by companies  
2. Adaptation - the ability of companies to adapt to these physical effects  
3. Demand Creation - the amount of new demand created as a result of climate driven changes to global economies  
4. Demand Destruction - the amount of demand destroyed as a result of climate driven changes to global economies  
5. Direct Carbon Cost - the costs of carbon faced by companies resulting from mitigation policies  
6. Abatement - the ability of companies to abate carbon costs by reducing or eliminating emissions  
7. Cost Pass Through - The extent that companies may be able to pass costs on to end-users based on the market dynamic of the sector 
and region in which they operate  
  
Within active equities this tool and other climate capabilities are available for our analysts as part of ESG data that can feed into analysis 
and engagement, and fund managers review the output of the climate scenario analysis at least quarterly as part of our regular portfolio risk 
reviews.  
  
Each year, we update our bespoke climate scenarios to incorporate the durable signals from any changes to the underlying drivers of long-
term transition and physical climate risk.   
We have collaborated with our modelling partner Planetrics to develop and update our analysis. We continue to improve on the insight 
available through typical approaches, and thereby better enable the integration of climate scenarios into our investment decisions and 
climate solutions for clients.

PRE-INVESTMENT

ESG INCORPORATION IN RESEARCH

How does your financial analysis and equity valuation or security rating process incorporate material ESG risks?
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(1) Active - quantitative (2) Active - fundamental (3) Other strategies

(A) We incorporate material 
governance-related risks into our 
financial analysis and equity 
valuation or security rating process

(1) in all cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases

(B) We incorporate material 
environmental and social risks into 
our financial analysis and equity 
valuation or security rating process

(1) in all cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases

(C) We incorporate material 
environmental and social risks 
related to companies' supply 
chains into our financial analysis 
and equity valuation or security 
rating process

(1) in all cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases

(D) We do not incorporate material 
ESG risks into our financial 
analysis, equity valuation or 
security rating processes

○ ○ ○ 

What information do you incorporate when you assess the ESG performance of companies in your financial analysis, 
benchmark selection and/or portfolio construction process?
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(1) Passive
equity

(2) Active -
quantitative

(3) Active -
fundamental

(4) Other
strategies

(A) We incorporate qualitative 
and/or quantitative information on 
current performance across a range 
of material ESG factors

(3) in a minority of 
cases

(1) in all cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases

(B) We incorporate qualitative 
and/or quantitative information on 
historical performance across a 
range of material ESG factors

(3) in a minority of 
cases

(1) in all cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases

(C) We incorporate qualitative 
and/or quantitative information on 
material ESG factors that may 
impact or influence future corporate 
revenues and/or profitability

(3) in a minority of 
cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases

(D) We incorporate qualitative 
and/or quantitative information 
enabling current, historical and/or 
future performance comparison 
within a selected peer group across 
a range of material ESG factors

(3) in a minority of 
cases

(1) in all cases (1) in all cases (1) in all cases

(E) We do not incorporate 
qualitative or quantitative 
information on material ESG factors 
when assessing the ESG 
performance of companies in our 
financial analysis, equity investment 
or portfolio construction process

○ ○ ○ ○ 
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ESG INCORPORATION IN PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

Provide an example of how you incorporated ESG factors into your equity selection and research process during the 
reporting year.

We have provided an example each for active equities and passive and quantitative strategies.  
  
Active fundamental   
Within active equities our analysts determine which ESG factors are financially material to form a forward-looking view of how a business 
will manage risks and capture opportunities. We focus on what we deem to be the most material ESG factors to understand their impact on 
a company’s future business performance, financial position, and/or market perception. When identifying material ESG factors, we pay 
close attention to how they affect a business both today (operations, earnings, and current valuation) and tomorrow (reputation and longer-
term valuation). 
We want to fully understand the equities in which we invest. This takes extensive, first-hand research of each company in our research 
universe. We rank stocks using systematic and globally applied ratings. This helps us compare companies, both regionally and against their 
peer group.   
Key questions we ask are:   
• What is our view on the quality of corporate governance, oversight and management?   
• What are the most material environmental, social, and operational governance factors the company must manage?    
• And how are these being addressed?   
• How will the most material ESG risks and opportunities affect the company’s operational performance and valuation?   
• What is our ESG quality rating and how does it factor into the investment conclusion?   
• Does our view differ from external sources?   
As part of our research process, we rate a company’s management of material ESG factors and the relevance to the investment case.   
This is a key part of our overall research process.  
  
Active quantitative and passive   
We have developed a range of passive funds which track sustainable indices. 
We designed the indices in partnership with an index provider, with abrdn setting the exclusion policy, sustainable tilts and risk constraints.  
The indices aim to deliver higher index ESG scores, lower carbon intensity and higher green revenues. ESG factors are also incorporated 
into the equity selection process of the Sustainable Index funds by applying an exclusion policy in the index construction. In order to help 
manage long term sustainability risks for our clients we exclude companies involved in certain business activities or which have been 
involved in ESG controversies.   
  
In our active quantitative strategies, we account for each company’s ESG risks and opportunities alongside more traditional factors 
(valuation, company size, sector, volatility etc). We do this by incorporating ESG scores, carbon intensity and company green revenues.
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How do material ESG factors contribute to your stock selection, portfolio construction and/or benchmark selection 
process?

(1) Passive
equity

(2) Active -
quantitative

(3) Active -
fundamental

(4) Other
strategies

(A) Material ESG factors contribute 
to the selection of individual assets 
and/or sector weightings within our 
portfolio construction and/or 
benchmark selection process

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(B) Material ESG factors contribute 
to the portfolio weighting of 
individual assets within our portfolio 
construction and/or benchmark 
selection process

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(C) Material ESG factors contribute 
to the country or region weighting of 
assets within our portfolio 
construction and/or benchmark 
selection process

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(D) Other ways material ESG 
factors contribute to your portfolio 
construction and/or benchmark 
selection process

(3) for a minority 
of our AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(1) for all of our 
AUM

(E) Our stock selection, portfolio 
construction or benchmark 
selection process does not include 
the incorporation of material ESG 
factors

○ ○ ○ ○ 

(D) Other ways material ESG factors contribute to your portfolio construction and/or benchmark selection process - 
Specify:
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In our Sustainable Indexation and Active Quantitative portfolios we specify index/portfolio level targets for key metrics such as ESG scores, 
carbon intensity and green revenue.

PASSIVE INVESTMENTS

Provide an example of how material ESG factors influenced weightings and tilts in the design of your passively managed 
funds.

Our Sustainable index funds incorporate a range of ESG factors in the index construction. The index is optimised to target improvements on 
a range of ESG metrics compared to a traditional index. The targets include:  
• 10-20% improvement in index level ESG scores  
• 50% reduction in index carbon intensity  
• 50% increase in index green revenue  
  
This results in higher weighting to companies which have performed well on these ESG factors and lower weighting to those which 
performed poorly.

How does your organisation select the ESG index(es) or benchmark(s) for your passive listed equity assets?

☑ (A) We commission customised indexes
Explain:

We commissioned a range of customised indices for our core passive ESG offering.

☑ (B) We compare the methodology amongst the index providers available
Explain:

When choosing an index provider we compared the methodologies from a range of providers. Some of the key considerations 
included:  
ESG data quality and coverage  
Index construction methodology   
Index construction experience

☑ (C) We compare the costs of different options available in the market
Explain:

Cost is an important component of the selection process. We compare both the explicit index costs (e.g. licence fees) and implicit 
costs to our clients (e.g. transaction and implementation costs).

☑ (D) Other
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Specify and explain:

In our segregated mandates, we assist clients and prospects with the selection and design of ESG indices.

POST-INVESTMENT

ESG RISK MANAGEMENT

What compliance processes do you have in place to ensure that your listed equity assets subject to negative exclusionary 
screens meet the screening criteria?

☑ (A) We have internal compliance procedures that ensure all funds or portfolios that are subject to negative 
exclusionary screening have pre-trade checks
☐ (B) We have an external committee that oversees the screening implementation process for all funds or portfolios that are 
subject to negative exclusionary screening
☑ (C) We have an independent internal committee that oversees the screening implementation process for all funds or 
portfolios that are subject to negative exclusionary screening
○  (D) We do not have compliance processes in place to ensure that we meet our stated negative exclusionary screens

For the majority of your listed equity assets, do you have a formal process to identify and incorporate material ESG risks 
and ESG incidents into your risk management process?
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(1) Active - quantitative (2) Active - fundamental (3) Other strategies

(A) Yes, our formal process 
includes reviews of quantitative 
and/or qualitative information on 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents and their implications for 
individual listed equity holdings

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(B) Yes, our formal process 
includes reviews of quantitative 
and/or qualitative information on 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents and their implications for 
other listed equity holdings 
exposed to similar risks and/or 
incidents

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(C) Yes, our formal process 
includes reviews of quantitative 
and/or qualitative information on 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents and their implications for 
our stewardship activities

☐ ☑ ☑ 

(D) Yes, our formal process 
includes ad hoc reviews of 
quantitative and/or qualitative 
information on severe ESG 
incidents

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(E) We do not have a formal 
process to identify and incorporate 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents into our risk management 
process; our investment 
professionals identify and 
incorporate material ESG risks and 
ESG incidents at their discretion

○ ○ ○ 
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(F) We do not have a formal 
process to identify and incorporate 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents into our risk management 
process

○ ○ ○ 

PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Provide an example of how the incorporation of ESG factors in your listed equity valuation or portfolio construction 
affected the realised returns of those assets.

We have been building exposure to Grupo Mexico, who we believe own some of the best copper mining assets globally, mainly through its 
controlling stake in Southern Copper which is the lowest cost copper producer with over 50+ years life of reserves and other potential new 
projects. Our long term view is that copper should be one of the main beneficiaries of electrification trends (urbanisation, renewables, EV’s) 
whilst supply will continue to be limited (due to higher depletion rates in most mines globally). Compared to peers who are facing growing 
costs, Grupo Mexico and Southern Copper should benefit from flat to declining cost of production going forward whilst adding to 
production.As part of our investment due diligence process we undertook ESG benchmarking regarding Grupo Mexico’s performance in 
contrast to peers, during our meetings with the company prior to initiation and since we have been in continual dialogue with the company 
advocating the importance to ESG to abrdn as part of our role as responsible stewards of our clients’ capital.  
  
We are cognisant that ESG is a more recent priority for the group, and versus history the company comes from a low base of 
considerations. 
To demonstrate the cultural shift at the company thus far, Grupo Mexico have appointed a new VP for ESG (who we have met and have had 
constructive conversations on key ESG topics) and are making a push to improve how they are perceived by the market. This has to date 
focused on improved disclosures, and highlighting the operational level improvements the company has made over its history. Our view is 
one that the company should be viewed as an ESG Improver, given they have set concrete and accountable standards publicly. Our view is 
mirrored by third party rating agencies, where MSCI ESG upgraded the company from CCC to B in December 2020.   
  
Over the prior 12 months we have interacted with Grupo Mexico multiple times, engaging on pertinent ESG topics. 
These interactions have included meetings with management (of both Grupo Mexico and Southern Copper), correspondence with the 
Investor Relations team, and discussions with Grupo Mexico’s ESG department. The main ask of our engagement efforts has been on 
improving disclosures and incentivising greater ESG-focus as part of the company`s culture and strategy. The key areas of discussion have 
been focused on safety, risk management, carbon emissions, water usage, social responsibility and Board independence. Some of these 
topics are quite broad, but we have engaged through detailed exchange of information on many of these subjects. For example, safety and 
risk management are critical areas for both core operations of the group – i.e. 
mining and transportation. Under the topic of safety we have highlighted the importance of adhering to industry best practice on a number of 
areas such as operational excellence certifications, joining industry bodies such as the International Council on Metals and Mining (ICMM) 
and integrating its guiding principles to operations, developing policies for proper management of tailings and waste, as well as better 
understanding targets of reducing injury rates. Our key milestone informing our engagement activity with Grupo Mexico is for the company 
to become a member of the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM). We are comforted to see Southern Copper’s membership 
of the Copper Alliance, but believe ICMM membership would demonstrate broad based core commitment to sustainable mining practices. 
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With respect to Grupo Mexico UN Global Compact status, to our understanding both MSCI and Sustainalytics perceive failure against the 
principles with respect to labour disputes. These labour disputes date initially from a strike started in 2009 and 2010 in the Mines of San 
Martin and Taxco, operated by their subsidiary Southern Copper. We continue to monitor and actively engage on this front. We would like to 
point out the noted improvements with labour relations generally at Grupo Mexico, particularly at ASARCO. 
Significant pay increases were implemented on 2nd December 2019 and again on 2nd December 2020 for skilled trades positions. 
Negotiations resulted in language to increase flexibility and efficiencies in operations; a benefit to both the company and its employees. 
Following cessation of disagreements in mid-2020 the company has faced no labour disruptions, which we argue shows evidence of 
improved engagements efforts to limit industrial action.

DISCLOSURE OF ESG SCREENS

For all your listed equity assets subject to ESG screens, how do you ensure that clients understand ESG screens and 
their implications?

☑ (A) We share a list of ESG screens
☑ (B) We share any changes in ESG screens
☐ (C) We explain any implications of ESG screens, such as their deviation from a benchmark or impact on sector weightings
○  (D) We do not share the above information for all our listed equity assets subject to ESG screens

FIXED INCOME (FI)
OVERALL APPROACH

MATERIALITY ANALYSIS

Does your organisation have a formal investment process to identify and incorporate material ESG factors across your 
fixed income assets?
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(1) SSA (2) Corporate (3) Securitised

(A) Yes, our investment process 
incorporates material governance 
factors

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(B) Yes, our investment process 
incorporates material 
environmental and social factors

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(C) Yes, our investment process 
incorporates material ESG factors 
depending on different investment 
time horizons

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(D) No, we do not have a formal 
process; our investment 
professionals identify material ESG 
factors at their discretion

○ ○ ○ 

(E) No, we do not have a formal or 
informal process to identify and 
incorporate material ESG factors

○ ○ ○ 

MONITORING ESG TRENDS

Does your organisation have a formal process for monitoring and reviewing the implications of changing ESG trends 
across your fixed income assets?
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(1) SSA (2) Corporate (3) Securitised

(A) Yes, we have a formal process 
that includes scenario analyses

(2) for a majority of our 
AUM

(2) for a majority of our 
AUM

(2) for a majority of our 
AUM

(B) Yes, we have a formal process, 
but does it not include scenario 
analyses

(C) We do not have a formal 
process for our fixed income 
assets; our investment 
professionals monitor how ESG 
trends vary over time at their 
discretion

○ ○ ○ 

(D) We do not monitor and review 
the implications of changing ESG 
trends on our fixed income assets

○ ○ ○ 

(A) Yes, we have a formal process that includes scenario analyses - Specify: (Voluntary)

Our climate scenario analysis framework estimates valuation uplifts and impairments (and probability of default) based on seven main 
categories that drive future revenues of in scope companies:  
1. Physical impact - the physical effects of climate change on the value of assets held by companies  
2. Adaptation - the ability of companies to adapt to these physical effects  
3. Demand Creation - the amount of new demand created as a result of climate driven changes to global economies  
4. Demand Destruction - the amount of demand destroyed as a result of climate driven changes to global economies  
5. Direct Carbon Cost - the costs of carbon faced by companies resulting from mitigation policies  
6. Abatement - the ability of companies to abate carbon costs by reducing or eliminating emissions  
7. Cost Pass Through - The extent that companies may be able to pass costs on to end-users based on the market dynamic of the sector 
and region in which they operate  
  
Within Fixed Income this tool and other climate capabilities are available for our analysts as part of ESG data that can feed into analysis and 
engagement.  
  
Each year, we update our bespoke climate scenarios to incorporate the durable signals from any changes to the underlying drivers of long-
term transition and physical climate risk.   
We have collaborated with our modelling partner Planetrics to develop and update our analysis. We continue to improve on the insight 
available through typical approaches, and thereby better enable the integration of climate scenarios into our investment decisions and 
climate solutions for clients.
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PRE-INVESTMENT

ESG INCORPORATION IN RESEARCH

For the majority of your fixed income investments, does your organisation incorporate material ESG factors when 
assessing their credit quality?

(1) SSA (2) Corporate (3) Securitised

(A) We incorporate material 
environmental and social factors

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(B) We incorporate material 
governance-related factors

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(C) We do not incorporate material 
ESG factors for the majority of our 
fixed income investments

○ ○ ○ 

Does your organisation have a framework that differentiates ESG risks by issuer country, region and/or sector?
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(1) SSA (2) Corporate (3) Securitised

(A) Yes, we have a framework that 
differentiates ESG risks by country 
and/or region (e.g. local 
governance and labour practices)

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (2) for a majority of our 
AUM

(B) Yes, we have a framework that 
differentiates ESG risks by sector

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (2) for a majority of our 
AUM

(C) No, we do not have a 
framework that differentiates ESG 
risks by issuer country, region 
and/or sector

○ ○ ○ 

(D) Not applicable; we are not able 
to differentiate ESG risks by issuer 
country, region and/or sector due 
to the limited universe of our 
issuers

○ ○ ○ 

How do you incorporate significant changes in material ESG factors over time into your fixed income asset valuation 
process?

(1) SSA (2) Corporate

(A) We incorporate it into the 
forecast of financial metrics or 
other quantitative assessments

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(B) We make a qualitative 
assessment of how material ESG 
factors may evolve

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM
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(C) We do not incorporate 
significant changes in material 
ESG factors

○ ○ 

At what level do you incorporate material ESG factors into the risks and/or returns of your securitised products?

◉ (A) At both key counterparties’ and at the underlying collateral pool’s levels
Explain: (Voluntary)

○  (B) At key counterparties’ level only
○  (C) At the underlying collateral pool’s level only

ESG INCORPORATION IN PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

How do material ESG factors contribute to your security selection, portfolio construction and/or benchmark selection 
process?

(1) SSA (2) Corporate (3) Securitised

(A) Material ESG factors contribute 
to the selection of individual assets 
and/or sector weightings within our 
portfolio construction and/or 
benchmark selection process

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(B) Material ESG factors contribute 
to determining the holding period 
of individual assets within our 
portfolio construction and/or 
benchmark selection process

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM
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(C) Material ESG factors contribute 
to the portfolio weighting of 
individual assets within our 
portfolio construction and/or 
benchmark selection process

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(D) Material ESG factors contribute 
to the country or region weighting 
of assets within our portfolio 
construction and/or benchmark 
selection process

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(E) Material ESG factors contribute 
to our portfolio construction and/or 
benchmark selection process in 
other ways

(F) Our security selection, portfolio 
construction or benchmark 
selection process does not include 
the incorporation of material ESG 
factors

○ ○ ○ 

PASSIVE INVESTMENTS

Provide an example of how material ESG factors influenced weightings and tilts in the design of your passively managed 
funds.

We have designed our corporate bond tracker fund (OEIC £6.7bn as at June 2023) to be screened to a bespoke abrdn customised 
benchmark. This is likely to be implemented in 2023 and will exclude issuers involved in the following business lines/activities as per the 
Sustainalytics ESG screens:  
  
• Controversial Weapons: All companies classified as involved in the core weapon system or components and services that are 
considered tailor-made and essential for the lethal use of controversial weapons.  
• UNGC violations: All companies that have breached a principle of the UN Global Compact.  
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• Thermal Coal: All companies deriving 5% or more of their revenue from mining thermal coal, generating electricity from thermal coal, or 
providing supporting products or services for thermal coal extraction.  
• Oil Sands: All companies deriving 5% or more of their revenue from the extraction of oil sands.  
• Shale Energy: All companies deriving 5% or more of their revenue from the extraction and/or production of shale energy.  
• Tobacco: All companies deriving 5% or more of their revenue from tobacco products including cigarettes, cigars, tobacco, electronic 
cigarettes, paper used by end consumers for rolling cigarettes, filters, snuff tobacco, etc.   
It includes tobacco products manufacturers, retailers and distributors, as well as companies providing tobacco-related products or services.  
   
We have also partnered with MSCI to design customised abrdn benchmarks for Global Corporate and UK Corporate Bonds. 
The customised benchmark for global corporates has the following outcomes although the improvements vs the parent index in terms of 
ESG score and climate metrics are approximate:   
• Exclusions:   
o Severe controversies (as defined by MSCI inclusive of UN Global Compact)  
o Any involvement in manufacture of controversial weapons including nuclear, cluster munitions, landmines, depleted uranium weapons, 
biological/chemical weapons, blinding lasers, non-detectable fragments, and incendiary weapons  
o All companies deriving 5% or more of their revenue from mining or sale of thermal coal and unconventional oil & gas  
o All companies deriving 5% or more of their revenue from thermal coal based power generation  
o Companies classified as a tobacco producer and companies producing 5% or more revenue from production or distribution of tobacco-
related products  
o A 5% improvement in ESG score vs the parent benchmark  
o A 70% reduction in weighted average carbon intensity vs the parent benchmark for global (scope 1 & 2)  
o A 40% increase in green revenues vs the parent benchmark.   

How does your organisation select the ESG index(es) or benchmark(s) for your passive fixed income assets?

☑ (A) We commission customised indexes
Explain:

We designed our own customised, sustainably tilted indices in collaboration with MSCI and worked with Bloomberg to design a 
screened benchmark. We currently manage a pooled passive fund (£6.7bn as at June 2023) against the screened benchmark.

☑ (B) We compare the methodology amongst the index providers available
Explain:

When we designed these customised indices we analysed the approaches taken by other index providers. We advise segregated 
clients on the best ‘off the shelf’ available options based on client requirements, among index providers wherever appropriate.

☑ (C) We compare the costs of different options available in the market
Explain:
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We believe that the costs of our passive pooled ESG products are competitive and we perform an annual assessment of value for 
pooled products to ensure this remains the case.  In addition, we use our index management experience to improve the efficiency of 
our customised indices for example controlling for trading costs through minimum size cut-offs and introducing turnover restrictions.  
We advise segregated clients on the most appropriate 'off the shelf' available options based on client requirements, among index 
providers wherever appropriate.

☐ (D) Other

POST-INVESTMENT

ESG RISK MANAGEMENT

How are material ESG factors incorporated into your portfolio risk management process?

(1) SSA (2) Corporate (3) Securitised

(A) Investment committee 
members, or the equivalent 
function or group, can veto 
investment decisions based on 
ESG considerations

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(B) Companies, sectors, countries 
and/or currencies are monitored for 
changes in exposure to material 
ESG factors and any breaches of 
risk limits

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(C) Overall exposure to specific 
material ESG factors is measured 
for our portfolio construction, and 
sizing or hedging adjustments are 
made depending on the individual 
issuer or issue sensitivity to these 
factors

(1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM (1) for all of our AUM

(D) We use another method of 
incorporating material ESG factors 
into our portfolio's risk 
management process
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(E) We do not have a process to 
incorporate material ESG factors 
into our portfolio's risk 
management process

○ ○ ○ 

For the majority of your fixed income assets, do you have a formal process to identify and incorporate material ESG risks 
and ESG incidents into your risk management process?

(1) SSA (2) Corporate (3) Securitised

(A) Yes, our formal process 
includes reviews of quantitative 
and/or qualitative information on 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents and their implications for 
individual fixed income holdings

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(B) Yes, our formal process 
includes reviews of quantitative 
and/or qualitative information on 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents, and their implications for 
other fixed income holdings 
exposed to similar risks and/or 
incidents

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(C) Yes, our formal process 
includes reviews of quantitative 
and/or qualitative information on 
material ESG risks and ESG 
incidents, and their implications for 
our stewardship activities

☑ ☑ ☑ 
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(D) Yes, our formal process 
includes ad hoc reviews of 
quantitative and/or qualitative 
information on severe ESG 
incidents

☑ ☑ ☑ 

(E) We do not have a formal 
process to identify and incorporate 
ESG risks and ESG incidents; our 
investment professionals identify 
and incorporate ESG risks and 
ESG incidents at their discretion

○ ○ ○ 

(F) We do not have a formal 
process to identify and incorporate 
ESG risks and ESG incidents into 
our risk management process

○ ○ ○ 

PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Provide an example of how the incorporation of environmental and/or social factors in your fixed income valuation or 
portfolio construction affected the realised returns of those assets.

Scottish and Southern Electric (SSE), an example of a transition story:  
  
SSE has been proactively reducing its transition risks, which has directly resulted in a tightening of credit spreads i.e. a lower cost of capital 
financing for the company. SSE back in 2013 had one of the highest CO2 intensities verses its European peers. However since then the 
company has dramatically reduced the CO2 intensity of its power generation mix through phasing out coal and gas and investing in 
renewables. 
The company continues to set ambitious commitments including currently building the world’s largest offshore wind farm. Correlated with its 
climate positive policies, SSE’s credit spreads have tightened versus European peers, i.e its borrowing costs have reduced. This was also 
reflected in SSE’s Credit Default Spread (CDS - a proxy for default risk), where the lower the spread, the lower the perceived risk of 
potential default. A key inflection point for this outperformance was during the Russian and Ukraine War, which drove energy prices 
significantly higher. Driven by SSEs shift into renewables, the company was less impacted by higher Oil and Gas prices vs. 
more dependent peers, which further drove credit spread tighter. In many of our Credit portfolios we had an overweight in SSE vs. 
benchmarks resulting in a positive contribution to outperformance.
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THEMATIC BONDS

What percentage of environmental, social and/or other labelled thematic bonds held by your organisation has been 
verified?

As a percentage of your total labelled bonds:

(A) Third-party assurance (5) >75%

(B) Second-party opinion (5) >75%

(C) Approved verifiers or external 
reviewers (e.g. via CBI or ICMA)

(5) >75%

What pre-determined criteria does your organisation use to identify which non-labelled thematic bonds to invest in?

☑ (A) The bond's use of proceeds
☑ (B) The issuers' targets
☑ (C) The issuers' progress towards achieving their targets
☑ (D) The issuer profile and how it contributes to their targets
○  (E) We do not use pre-determined criteria to identify which non-labelled thematic bonds to invest in
○  (F) Not applicable; we do not invest in non-labelled thematic bonds

During the reporting year, what action did you take in the majority of cases when you felt that the proceeds of a thematic 
bond were not allocated appropriately or in accordance with the terms of the bond deal or prospectus?

☑ (A) We engaged with the issuer
☐ (B) We alerted thematic bond certification agencies
☑ (C) We sold the security
☐ (D) We blacklisted the issuer
☐ (E) Other action
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○  (F) We did not take any specific actions when the proceeds of a thematic bond were not allocated according to the terms of the 
bond deal during the reporting year
○  (G) Not applicable; in the majority of cases, the proceeds of thematic bonds were allocated according to the terms of the bond 
deal during the reporting year

DISCLOSURE OF ESG SCREENS

For all your fixed income assets subject to ESG screens, how do you ensure that clients understand ESG screens and 
their implications?

☑ (A) We share a list of ESG screens
☑ (B) We share any changes in ESG screens
☑ (C) We explain any implications of ESG screens, such as any deviation from a benchmark or impact on sector 
weightings
○  (D) We do not share the above information for all our fixed income assets subject to ESG screens

REAL ESTATE (RE)
POLICY

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES

What real estate–specific ESG guidelines are currently covered in your organisation's responsible investment policy(ies)?

☑ (A) Guidelines on our ESG approach to real estate depending on use (e.g. retail and education) and geography
☑ (D) Guidelines on our ESG approach to standing real estate investments
☑ (E) Guidelines on pre-investment screening
☑ (F) Guidelines on our approach to ESG integration into short-term or 100-day plans (or equivalent)
☐ (H) Guidelines on our approach to ESG reporting
☑ (J) Guidelines on our engagement approach related to tenants
☑ (K) Guidelines on our engagement approach related to construction contractors
○  (L) Our responsible investment policy(ies) does not cover real estate–specific ESG guidelines
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FUNDRAISING

COMMITMENTS TO INVESTORS

For all of the funds that you closed during the reporting year, what type of formal responsible investment commitments 
did you make in Limited Partnership Agreements (LPAs), side letters, or other constitutive fund documents?

◉ (A) We incorporated responsible investment commitments in LPAs (or equivalent) as a standard default procedure
○  (B) We added responsible investment commitments in LPAs (or equivalent) upon a client's request
○  (C) We added responsible investment commitments in side letters upon a client's request
○  (D) We did not make any formal responsible investment commitments for the relevant reporting year
○  (E) Not applicable; we have not raised funds in the last five years

PRE-INVESTMENT

MATERIALITY ANALYSIS

During the reporting year, how did you conduct ESG materiality analysis for your potential real estate investments?

◉ (A) We assessed ESG materiality for each property, as each case is unique
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

○  (B) We performed a mix of property level and property type or category level ESG materiality analysis
○  (C) We assessed ESG materiality at the property type or category level only
○  (D) We did not conduct ESG materiality analysis for our potential real estate investments
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During the reporting year, what tools, standards and data did you use in your ESG materiality analysis of potential real 
estate investments?

☐ (A) We used GRI standards to inform our real estate ESG materiality analysis
☑ (B) We used SASB standards to inform our real estate ESG materiality analysis
☐ (C) We used the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to inform our real estate ESG materiality analysis
☑ (D) We used GRESB Materiality Assessment (RC7) or similar to inform our real estate ESG materiality analysis
☑ (E) We used climate disclosures, such as the TCFD recommendations or other climate risk and/or exposure analysis 
tools, to inform our real estate ESG materiality analysis
☐ (F) We used the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) to inform our real estate ESG materiality 
analysis
☑ (G) We used geopolitical and macro-economic considerations in our real estate ESG materiality analysis
☑ (H) We used green building certifications to inform our real estate ESG materiality analysis
☐ (I) We engaged with the existing owners and/or managers (or developers for new properties) to inform our real estate ESG 
materiality analysis
☐ (J) Other

DUE DILIGENCE

During the reporting year, how did material ESG factors influence your selection of real estate investments?

☑ (A) Material ESG factors were used to identify risks
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (B) Material ESG factors were discussed by the investment committee (or equivalent)
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (C) Material ESG factors were used to identify remedial actions for our 100-day plans (or equivalent)
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (D) Material ESG factors were used to identify opportunities for value creation
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (E) Material ESG factors informed our decision to abandon potential investments in the due diligence phase in cases 
where ESG risks were considered too high to mitigate

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (F) Material ESG factors impacted investments in terms of the price offered and/or paid
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Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

○  (G) Material ESG factors did not influence the selection of our real estate investments

Once material ESG factors have been identified, what processes do you use to conduct due diligence on these factors for 
potential real estate investments?

☑ (A) We conduct a high-level or desktop review against an ESG checklist for initial red flags
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (B) We send detailed ESG questionnaires to target properties
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (C) We hire third-party consultants to do technical due diligence on specific material ESG factors
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (D) We conduct site visits
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (E) We conduct in-depth interviews with management and/or personnel
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (F) We conduct detailed external stakeholder analysis and/or engagement
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☑ (G) We incorporate ESG due diligence findings in all of our relevant investment process documentation in the same 
manner as for other key due diligence, e.g. commercial, accounting and legal

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments
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☑ (H) Our investment committee (or an equivalent decision-making body) is ultimately responsible for ensuring all ESG 
due diligence is completed in the same manner as for other key due diligence, e.g. commercial, accounting and legal

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our potential real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential real estate investments

☐ (I) Other
○  (J) We do not conduct due diligence on material ESG factors for potential real estate investments

POST-INVESTMENT

MONITORING

During the reporting year, did you track one or more KPIs on material ESG factors across your real estate investments?

☑ (A) Yes, we tracked KPIs on environmental factors
Percentage of real estate assets this applies to:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
○  (4) >75 to 95%
◉ (5) >95%

☑ (B) Yes, we tracked KPIs on social factors
Percentage of real estate assets this applies to:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
◉ (4) >75 to 95%
○  (5) >95%

☑ (C) Yes, we tracked KPIs on governance factors
Percentage of real estate assets this applies to:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
○  (4) >75 to 95%
◉ (5) >95%

○  (D) We did not track KPIs on material ESG factors across our real estate investments
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Provide examples of KPIs on material ESG factors you tracked across your real estate investments during the reporting 
year.

(A) ESG KPI #1

Electricity consumption

(B) ESG KPI #2

Water consumnption

(C) ESG KPI #3

Waste production

(D) ESG KPI #4

Carbon performance

(E) ESG KPI #5

Green Building Certification

(F) ESG KPI #6

Physical Climate Risk

(G) ESG KPI #7
(H) ESG KPI #8
(I) ESG KPI #9
(J) ESG KPI #10

During the reporting year, what ESG building performance data did you collect for your real estate assets?

☑ (A) Energy consumption
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☑ (B) Water consumption
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☑ (C) Waste production
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☐ (D) Other
○  (E) We did not collect ESG building performance data for our real estate assets
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What processes do you have in place to support meeting your targets on material ESG factors for your real estate 
investments?

☑ (A) We use operational-level benchmarks to assess and analyse the performance of assets against sector 
performance

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☑ (B) We implement certified environmental and social management systems across our portfolio
Select from dropdown list:

○  (1) for all of our real estate assets
◉ (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☑ (C) We make sufficient budget available to ensure that the systems and procedures needed are established
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☑ (D) We hire external verification services to audit performance, systems, and procedures
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☑ (F) We develop minimum health and safety standards
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☑ (G) We conduct ongoing engagement with all key stakeholders, e.g. local communities, NGOs, governments, and end-
users

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate assets
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate assets
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate assets

☐ (H) Other
○  (I) We do not have processes in place to help meet our targets on material ESG factors for our real estate investments
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Describe up to two processes you put in place during the reporting year to support meeting your targets on material ESG 
factors.

(A) Process one

Each real estate fund has to annually provide and ESG risk and performance dashboard for each asset as well as ESG targets and 
previous performance. These are reviewed by the ESG RE team and also signed off and reviewed by the Investment Strategy 
Committee. The mid-year reviews provided by the Strategy and ESG team also enables an additional check to ensure the ESG targets 
are on track.

(B) Process two

The acquisition process has been updated to ensure material ESG factors are further considered. This includes the introduction of an 
ESG pre-bid screen to any real estate investment, with an expanded ESG section in the IC paper and a widened ESG scopt for further 
due diligence.

Post-investment, how do you manage material ESG risks and ESG opportunities to create value during the holding 
period?

☑ (A) We develop property-specific ESG action plans based on pre-investment research, due diligence and materiality 
findings

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☑ (B) We adjust our ESG action plans based on performance monitoring findings at least yearly
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☑ (C) We, or the external advisors that we hire, support our real estate investments with specific ESG value-creation 
opportunities

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☐ (D) Other
○  (E) We do not manage material ESG risks and opportunities post-investment
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Describe how you ensure that material ESG risks are adequately addressed in the real estate investments where you hold 
a minority stake.

The same extensive ESG approach is taken in a minority stake as in a majority stake where material ESG risks are part of the acquisition 
process (where ESG criteria form a key part of the pre-bid, IC paper and due diligence process) as well as ongoing post investment 
monitoring with RAG rating of the asset against key ESG criteria.

Describe how your ESG action plans are currently defined, implemented and monitored throughout the investment period.

ESG clauses in the property management contract require property managers to create and monitor ESG action plans quarterly. In addition, 
asset managers have to ensure ESG actions are included in their ESG action plan and are encouraged to select ESG goals on ESG actions 
in their appraisal process.

What proportion of your real estate assets has obtained a green or sustainable building certification?

○  (A) All of our real estate assets have obtained a green or sustainable building certification
◉ (B) A majority of our real estate assets have obtained a green or sustainable building certification
○  (C) A minority of our real estate assets have obtained a green or sustainable building certification
○  (D) None of our real estate assets have obtained a green or sustainable building certification
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

How does your third-party property manager(s) engage with tenants?

☑ (A) They engage with real estate tenants on energy, water consumption and/or waste production
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our buildings or properties
○  (2) for a majority of our buildings or properties
○  (3) for a minority of our buildings or properties

☑ (B) They engage with real estate tenants by organising tenant events focused on increasing sustainability awareness, 
ESG training and guidance

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our buildings or properties
○  (2) for a majority of our buildings or properties
○  (3) for a minority of our buildings or properties

☑ (C) They engage with real estate tenants by offering green leases
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our buildings or properties
○  (2) for a majority of our buildings or properties
○  (3) for a minority of our buildings or properties

☑ (D) They engage with real estate tenants by identifying collaboration opportunities that support targets related to 
material ESG factors

Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our buildings or properties
○  (2) for a majority of our buildings or properties
○  (3) for a minority of our buildings or properties

☑ (E) They engage with real estate tenants by offering shared financial benefits from equipment upgrades
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our buildings or properties
○  (2) for a majority of our buildings or properties
○  (3) for a minority of our buildings or properties

☐ (F) Other
○  (G) Our third-party property manager(s) do not engage with tenants
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During the reporting year, how did you or the organisations operating on your behalf engage with the local community 
above and beyond what is required by relevant regulations for asset design, use and/or repurposing?

We shared our firm's high-level commitment to responsible investment (e.g. that we are a PRI signatory)  
  
We shared a description of what industry and asset class standards our firm aligns with (e.g. TCFD, GRESB)  
  
We shared our firm's responsible investment policy (at minimum, a summary of key aspects and firm-specific approach)  
  
We shared our firm's ESG risk assessment methodology (topics covered, in-house and/or with external support)  
  
We shared the outcome of our latest ESG risk assessment on the property(s)  
  
We shared key ESG performance data on the property(s) being sold  
  
We mandate the use of the ‘Considerate Constructive Scheme’ on developments.  
  
Assets which have a potential for social impact, we engage with local partners such as charities and NGOsto provide support with 
fundraising or providing space at affordable levels.  

EXIT

During the reporting year, what responsible investment information was shared with potential buyers of real estate 
investments?

☑ (A) Our firm's high-level commitment to responsible investment, e.g. that we are a PRI signatory
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☑ (B) A description of what industry and asset class standards our firm aligns with, e.g. TCFD or GRESB
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☑ (C) Our firm's responsible investment policy (at minimum, a summary of key aspects and firm-specific approach)
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Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☑ (D) Our firm's ESG risk assessment methodology (topics covered in-house and/or with external support)
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☑ (E) The outcome of our latest ESG risk assessment of the property(s)
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☑ (F) Key ESG performance data on the property(s) being sold
Select from dropdown list:
◉ (1) for all of our real estate investments
○  (2) for a majority of our real estate investments
○  (3) for a minority of our real estate investments

☐ (G) Other
○  (H) No responsible investment information was shared with potential buyers of real estate investments during the reporting 
year
○  (I) Not applicable; we had no sales process (or control over the sales process) during the reporting year

DISCLOSURE OF ESG PORTFOLIO INFORMATION

During the reporting year, how did you report on your targets on material ESG factors and related data to your investors?

☑ (A) We reported through a publicly disclosed sustainability report
☑ (B) We reported in aggregate through formal reporting to investors
☑ (C) We reported at the property level through formal reporting to investors
☑ (D) We reported through a limited partners advisory committee (or equivalent)
☑ (E) We reported at digital or physical events or meetings with investors
☑ (F) We had a process in place to ensure that serious ESG incidents were reported
☐ (G) Other
○  (H) We did not report our targets on material ESG factors and related data to our investors during the reporting year
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INFRASTRUCTURE (INF)
POLICY

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES

What infrastructure-specific ESG guidelines are currently covered in your organisation’s responsible investment 
policy(ies)?

☑ (A) Guidelines on our ESG approach tailored to each infrastructure sector and geography where we invest
☑ (B) Guidelines on our ESG approach to greenfield investments
☑ (C) Guidelines on our ESG approach to brownfield investments
☑ (D) Guidelines on pre-investment screening
☑ (E) Guidelines on our approach to ESG integration into short-term or 100-day plans (or equivalent)
☑ (F) Guidelines on our approach to ESG integration into long-term value-creation efforts
☑ (G) Guidelines on our approach to ESG reporting
☑ (H) Guidelines on our engagement approach related to the workforce
☑ (I) Guidelines on our engagement approach related to third-party operators
☐ (J) Guidelines on our engagement approach related to contractors
☐ (K) Guidelines on our engagement approach related to other external stakeholders, e.g. governments, local communities, and 
end-users
○  (L) Our responsible investment policy(ies) does not cover infrastructure-specific ESG guidelines

FUNDRAISING

COMMITMENTS TO INVESTORS

For all of the funds that you closed during the reporting year, what type of formal responsible investment commitments 
did you make in Limited Partnership Agreements (LPAs), side letters, or other constitutive fund documents?

◉ (A) We incorporated responsible investment commitments in LPAs (or equivalent) as a standard default procedure
○  (B) We added responsible investment commitments in LPAs (or equivalent) upon a client’s request
○  (C) We added responsible investment commitments in side letters upon a client’s request
○  (D) We did not make any formal responsible investment commitments for the relevant reporting year
○  (E) Not applicable; we have not raised funds in the last five years
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PRE-INVESTMENT

MATERIALITY ANALYSIS

During the reporting year, how did you conduct ESG materiality analysis for your potential infrastructure investments?

◉ (A) We assessed ESG materiality at the asset level, as each case is unique
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

○  (B) We performed a mix of industry-level and asset-level ESG materiality analyses
○  (C) We assessed ESG materiality at the industry level only
○  (D) We did not conduct ESG materiality analysis for our potential infrastructure investments

During the reporting year, what tools, standards and data did you use in your ESG materiality analysis of potential 
infrastructure investments?

☐ (A) We used GRI standards to inform our infrastructure ESG materiality analysis
☐ (B) We used SASB standards to inform our infrastructure ESG materiality analysis
☑ (C) We used the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to inform our infrastructure ESG materiality analysis
☐ (D) We used the GRESB Materiality Assessment (RC7) or similar to inform our infrastructure ESG materiality analysis
☑ (E) We used the environmental and social factors detailed in the IFC Performance Standards (or similar standards 
used by development finance institutions) in our infrastructure ESG materiality analysis
☑ (F) We used climate disclosures, such as the TCFD recommendations or other climate risk and/or exposure analysis 
tools, to inform our infrastructure ESG materiality analysis
☑ (G) We used the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) to inform our infrastructure ESG 
materiality analysis
☑ (H) We used geopolitical and macro-economic considerations in our infrastructure ESG materiality analysis
☐ (I) We engaged with existing owners and/or managers (or developers for new infrastructure assets) to inform our infrastructure 
ESG materiality analysis
☐ (J) Other
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DUE DILIGENCE

During the reporting year, how did material ESG factors influence the selection of your infrastructure investments?

☑ (A) Material ESG factors were used to identify risks
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (B) Material ESG factors were discussed by the investment committee (or equivalent)
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (C) Material ESG factors were used to identify remedial actions for our 100-day plans (or equivalent)
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (D) Material ESG factors were used to identify opportunities for value creation
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (E) Material ESG factors informed our decision to abandon potential investments in the due diligence phase in cases 
where ESG risks were considered too high to mitigate

Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (F) Material ESG factors impacted investments in terms of the price offered and/or paid
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

○  (G) Material ESG factors did not influence the selection of our infrastructure investments
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Once material ESG factors have been identified, what processes do you use to conduct due diligence on these factors for 
potential infrastructure investments?

☑ (A) We conduct a high-level or desktop review against an ESG checklist for initial red flags
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (B) We send detailed ESG questionnaires to target assets
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (C) We hire third-party consultants to do technical due diligence on specific material ESG factors
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (D) We conduct site visits
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (E) We conduct in-depth interviews with management and/or personnel
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☐ (F) We conduct detailed external stakeholder analyses and/or engagement
☑ (G) We incorporate ESG due diligence findings in all of our relevant investment process documentation in the same 
manner as other key due diligence, e.g. commercial, accounting and legal

Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☑ (H) Our investment committee (or an equivalent decision-making body) is ultimately responsible for ensuring all ESG 
due diligence is completed in the same manner as for other key due diligence, e.g. commercial, accounting and legal

Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our potential infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our potential infrastructure investments

☐ (I) Other
○  (J) We do not conduct due diligence on material ESG factors for potential infrastructure investments
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SELECTION, APPOINTMENT AND MONITORING OF THIRD-PARTY
OPERATORS

SELECTION PROCESS OF THIRD-PARTY OPERATORS

During the reporting year, how did you include material ESG factors in all of your selections of third-party operators?

☑ (A) We requested information from potential third-party operators on their overall approach to material ESG factors
☑ (B) We requested track records and examples from potential third-party operators on how they manage material ESG 
factors
☑ (C) We requested information from potential third-party operators on their engagement process(es) with stakeholders
☑ (D) We requested documentation from potential third-party operators on their responsible procurement and/or 
contractor practices, including responsibilities, approach, and incentives
☐ (E) Other
○  (F) We did not include material ESG factors in our selection of third-party operators

APPOINTMENT PROCESS OF THIRD-PARTY OPERATORS

How did you include material ESG factors when appointing your current third-party operators?

☑ (A) We set clear and detailed expectations for incorporating material ESG factors into all relevant elements of 
infrastructure asset management

Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☑ (B) We set clear ESG reporting requirements
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☑ (C) We set clear targets for material ESG factors
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☑ (D) We set incentives related to targets on material ESG factors
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Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
◉ (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☐ (E) Other
○  (F) We did not include material ESG factors when appointing third-party operators

MONITORING PROCESS OF THIRD-PARTY OPERATORS

How do you include material ESG factors when monitoring current third-party operators?

☑ (A) We monitor the performance of quantitative and/or qualitative targets on material environmental factors
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☑ (B) We monitor the performance of quantitative and/or qualitative targets on material social factors
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☑ (C) We monitor the performance of quantitative and/or qualitative targets on material governance factors
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☑ (D) We require formal reporting at least yearly
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☑ (E) We have discussions about material ESG factors with all relevant stakeholders at least yearly
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our third-party operators
○  (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☐ (F) We conduct a performance review of third-party operators against targets on material ESG factors and/or a financial 
incentive structure linked to material ESG factors
☑ (G) We have internal or external parties conduct site visits at least yearly

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our third-party operators
◉ (2) for a majority of our third-party operators
○  (3) for a minority of our third-party operators

☐ (H) Other
○  (I) We do not include material ESG factors in the monitoring of third-party operators
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POST-INVESTMENT

MONITORING

During the reporting year, did you track one or more KPIs on material ESG factors across your infrastructure 
investments?

☑ (A) Yes, we tracked KPIs on environmental factors
Percentage of infrastructure assets this applies to:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
◉ (4) >75 to 95%
○  (5) >95%

☑ (B) Yes, we tracked KPIs on social factors
Percentage of infrastructure assets this applies to:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
○  (4) >75 to 95%
◉ (5) >95%

☑ (C) Yes, we tracked KPIs on governance factors
Percentage of infrastructure assets this applies to:

○  (1) >0 to 10%
○  (2) >10 to 50%
○  (3) >50 to 75%
○  (4) >75 to 95%
◉ (5) >95%

○  (D) We did not track KPIs on material ESG factors across our infrastructure investments

Provide examples of KPIs on material ESG factors you tracked across your infrastructure investments during the 
reporting year.

(A) ESG KPI #1

% waste recycled

(B) ESG KPI #2

GHG emissions
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(C) ESG KPI #3

Volume of water consumption

(D) ESG KPI #4

Health & safety incidents

(E) ESG KPI #5

Fatalities

(F) ESG KPI #6

Gender pay gap

(G) ESG KPI #7

Protection of whistleblowers

(H) ESG KPI #8

ESG incidents

(I) ESG KPI #9
(J) ESG KPI #10

What processes do you have in place to support meeting your targets on material ESG factors for your infrastructure 
investments?

☑ (A) We use operational-level benchmarks to assess and analyse the performance of assets against sector 
performance

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (B) We implement international best practice standards such as the IFC Performance Standards to guide ongoing 
assessments and analyses

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (C) We implement certified environmental and social management systems across our portfolio
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (D) We make sufficient budget available to ensure that the systems and procedures needed are established
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☐ (E) We hire external verification services to audit performance, systems, and procedures
☑ (F) We collaborate and engage with our third-party operators to develop action plans
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Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (G) We develop minimum health and safety standards
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (H) We conduct ongoing engagement with all key stakeholders, e.g. local communities, NGOs, governments, and end-
users

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☐ (I) Other
○  (J) We do not have processes in place to help meet our targets on material ESG factors for our infrastructure investments

Describe up to two processes you put in place during the reporting year to support meeting your targets on material ESG 
factors.

(A) Process one

We developed a sustainability assessment framework to assess all potential Investment opportunities for their sustainability impacts

(B) Process two

We created a sustainability reporting platform to collect, collate and report sustainability data.

Post-investment, how do you manage material ESG risks and ESG opportunities to create value during the holding period 
of your investments?

☑ (A) We develop asset-specific ESG action plans based on pre-investment research, due diligence and materiality 
findings

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (B) We adjust our ESG action plans based on performance monitoring findings at least yearly
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Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (C) We, or the external advisors that we hire, support our infrastructure investments with specific ESG value-creation 
opportunities

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
◉ (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☐ (D) Other
○  (E) We do not manage material ESG risks and opportunities post-investment

Describe how you ensure that material ESG risks are adequately addressed in the infrastructure investments where you 
hold a minority stake.

For the majority of our investments we have direct representation on the Investee board company with voting right protections.

Describe how your ESG action plans are defined, implemented and monitored throughout the investment period.

We have direct representation on our investee boards, ESG is a standing agenda item for most of our assets and guidance is provided to 
Directors for managing, monitoring and reporting ESG risks and opportunities.

How do you ensure that adequate ESG-related competence exists at the asset level?

☑ (A) We assign our board responsibility for ESG matters
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (B) We ensure that material ESG matters are discussed by our board at least yearly
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Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (C) We provide training on ESG aspects and management best practices relevant to the asset to C-suite executives 
only

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
◉ (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (D) We provide training on ESG aspects and management best practices relevant to the asset to employees (excl. C-
suite executives)

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
◉ (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (E) We support the asset by finding external ESG expertise, e.g. consultants or auditors
Select from dropdown list

○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (F) We share best practices across assets, e.g. educational sessions and the implementation of environmental and 
social management systems

Select from dropdown list
○  (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
◉ (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☐ (G) We apply penalties or incentives to improve ESG performance in management remuneration schemes
☐ (H) Other
○  (I) We do not ensure that adequate ESG-related competence exists at the asset level

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

How do you ensure that appropriate stakeholder engagement is carried out during both due diligence for potential 
investments and the ongoing monitoring of existing investments?

Engagement with stakeholders is included within our ESG due diligence scope for potential investments.  For existing investments guidance 
to SPV/Investee Company directors is to include ESG on the agenda for all Board Meetings.  Contracts include regular meetings with 
clients and subcontractors.
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EXIT

During the reporting year, what responsible investment information was shared with potential buyers of infrastructure 
investments?

☑ (A) Our firm’s high-level commitment to responsible investment, e.g. that we are a PRI signatory
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (B) A description of what industry and asset class standards our firm aligns with, e.g. TCFD or GRESB
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (C) Our firm’s responsible investment policy (at minimum, a summary of key aspects and firm-specific approach)
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☑ (D) Our firm’s ESG risk assessment methodology (topics covered in-house and/or with external support)
Select from dropdown list
◉ (1) for all of our infrastructure investments
○  (2) for a majority of our infrastructure investments
○  (3) for a minority of our infrastructure investments

☐ (E) The outcome of our latest ESG risk assessment on the asset or portfolio company
☐ (F) Key ESG performance data on the asset or portfolio company being sold
☐ (G) Other
○  (H) No responsible investment information was shared with potential buyers of infrastructure investments during the reporting 
year
○  (I) Not applicable; we had no sales process (or control over the sales process) during the reporting year
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DISCLOSURE OF ESG PORTFOLIO INFORMATION

During the reporting year, how did you report your targets on material ESG factors and related data to your investors?

☐ (A) We reported through a publicly-disclosed sustainability report
☑ (B) We reported in aggregate through formal reporting to investors
☑ (C) We reported at the asset level through formal reporting to investors
☑ (D) We reported through a limited partners advisory committee (or equivalent)
☑ (E) We reported at digital or physical events or meetings with investors
☑ (F) We had a process in place to ensure that reporting on serious ESG incidents occurred
☐ (G) Other
○  (H) We did not report our targets on material ESG factors and related data to our investors during the reporting year

SUSTAINABILITY OUTCOMES (SO)
SETTING TARGETS AND TRACKING PROGRESS

SETTING TARGETS ON SUSTAINABILITY OUTCOMES

What specific sustainability outcomes connected to its investment activities has your organisation taken action on?

☑ (A) Sustainability outcome #1
(1) Widely recognised frameworks used to guide action on this sustainability outcome
☑ (1) The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and targets
☑ (2) The UNFCCC Paris Agreement
☐ (3) The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)
☐ (4) OECD frameworks: OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Guidance on Responsible Business Conduct 
for Institutional Investors
☐ (5) The EU Taxonomy
☐ (6) Other relevant taxonomies
☐ (7) The International Bill of Human Rights
☐ (8) The International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the eight 
core conventions
☐ (9) The Convention on Biological Diversity
☐ (10) Other international, regional, sector-based or issue-specific framework(s)
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(2) Classification of sustainability outcome
☑ (1) Environmental
☐ (2) Social
☐ (3) Governance-related
☐ (4) Other

(3) Sustainability outcome name

Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(4) Number of targets set for this outcome
○  (1) No target
○  (2) One target
◉ (3) Two or more targets

☑ (B) Sustainability outcome #2
(1) Widely recognised frameworks used to guide action on this sustainability outcome
☑ (1) The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and targets
☐ (2) The UNFCCC Paris Agreement
☐ (3) The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)
☐ (4) OECD frameworks: OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Guidance on Responsible Business Conduct 
for Institutional Investors
☐ (5) The EU Taxonomy
☐ (6) Other relevant taxonomies
☐ (7) The International Bill of Human Rights
☐ (8) The International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the eight 
core conventions
☐ (9) The Convention on Biological Diversity
☐ (10) Other international, regional, sector-based or issue-specific framework(s)

(2) Classification of sustainability outcome
☑ (1) Environmental
☑ (2) Social
☐ (3) Governance-related
☐ (4) Other

(3) Sustainability outcome name

Product alignment with numerous SDGs.

(4) Number of targets set for this outcome
◉ (1) No target
○  (2) One target
○  (3) Two or more targets

☑ (C) Sustainability outcome #3
(1) Widely recognised frameworks used to guide action on this sustainability outcome
☐ (1) The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and targets
☐ (2) The UNFCCC Paris Agreement
☐ (3) The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)
☑ (4) OECD frameworks: OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Guidance on Responsible Business 
Conduct for Institutional Investors
☐ (5) The EU Taxonomy
☐ (6) Other relevant taxonomies
☐ (7) The International Bill of Human Rights
☑ (8) The International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the 
eight core conventions
☐ (9) The Convention on Biological Diversity
☐ (10) Other international, regional, sector-based or issue-specific framework(s)
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(2) Classification of sustainability outcome
☐ (1) Environmental
☐ (2) Social
☑ (3) Governance-related
☐ (4) Other

(3) Sustainability outcome name

Good governance within organisations and following international labour practices.

(4) Number of targets set for this outcome
◉ (1) No target
○  (2) One target
○  (3) Two or more targets

☑ (D) Sustainability outcome #4
(1) Widely recognised frameworks used to guide action on this sustainability outcome
☐ (1) The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and targets
☐ (2) The UNFCCC Paris Agreement
☐ (3) The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)
☐ (4) OECD frameworks: OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Guidance on Responsible Business Conduct 
for Institutional Investors
☐ (5) The EU Taxonomy
☐ (6) Other relevant taxonomies
☐ (7) The International Bill of Human Rights
☐ (8) The International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and the eight 
core conventions
☑ (9) The Convention on Biological Diversity
☐ (10) Other international, regional, sector-based or issue-specific framework(s)

(2) Classification of sustainability outcome
☑ (1) Environmental
☐ (2) Social
☐ (3) Governance-related
☐ (4) Other

(3) Sustainability outcome name

Support global biodiversity goal and our approach to Nature Capital and TNFD.

(4) Number of targets set for this outcome
◉ (1) No target
○  (2) One target
○  (3) Two or more targets

☐ (E) Sustainability outcome #5
☐ (F) Sustainability outcome #6
☐ (G) Sustainability outcome #7
☐ (H) Sustainability outcome #8
☐ (I) Sustainability outcome #9
☐ (J) Sustainability outcome #10
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For each sustainability outcome, provide details of up to two of your nearest-term targets.

(A1) Sustainability Outcome #1: Target details

(A1) Sustainability Outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Target name Decarbonisation

(2) Baseline year 2019

(3) Target to be met by 2030

(4) Methodology

Reducing the carbon intensity of our portfolio AUM in scope on a weighted average 
basis, using a carbon intensity metric. Public markets and real asset decarbonisation 
progress must be calculated separately as the asset classes utilise different carbon 
metrics. There is also a time lag associated with the bottom-up collection, and 
calculation, of emissions data for real estate assets as we are reliant on disclosure 
from tenants in real estate, for example. Therefore, our real assets data is on a 12 
month lag. The view at 31 December 2022 shows that we are on track to meet our 
interim checkpoint of at least a 20% reduction in carbon intensity by 2025.

(5) Metric used (if relevant) WACI

(6) Absolute or intensity-based (if 
relevant)

(2) Intensity-based

(7) Baseline level or amount (if 
relevant):

234.4 tCO2 e/$m Revenue

(8) Target level or amount (if 
relevant)

50% reduction in carbon intensity
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(9) Percentage of total AUM 
covered in your baseline year for 
target setting

30%

(10) Do you also have a longer-
term target for this?

(2) No

(A2) Sustainability Outcome #1: Target details

(A2) Sustainability Outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Target name Percentage of AUM Net Zero aligned

(2) Baseline year 2021

(3) Target to be met by 2030

(4) Methodology

We have been actively developing our net zero solution offering, for example by 
establishing an Active Climate Transition (ACT) proposition in equities and fixed 
income that is based on the principles of the IIGCC Net Zero Investment Framework.   
We have been actively engaging with clients that have set net zero goals on 
implementing these in practice through the climate products and services we offer. We 
are reliant on clients amending and reliant requesting to achieve this target.

(5) Metric used (if relevant) 30% of our AUM

(6) Absolute or intensity-based (if 
relevant)

(7) Baseline level or amount (if 
relevant):

2021 baseline figure

(8) Target level or amount (if 
relevant)

30%

(9) Percentage of total AUM 
covered in your baseline year for 
target setting

100%

(10) Do you also have a longer-
term target for this?

(2) No
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FOCUS: SETTING NET-ZERO TARGETS

If relevant to your organisation, you can opt-in to provide further details on your net-zero targets.

☑ (A) Yes, we would like to provide further details on our organisation’s asset class-specific net-zero targets
☐ (B) Yes, we would like to provide further details on our organisation’s net-zero targets for high-emitting sectors
☐ (C) Yes, we would like to provide further details on our organisation’s mandate or fund-specific net-zero targets
○  (D) No, we would not like to provide further details on our organisation’s asset class, high-emitting sectors or mandate or fund-
specific net-zero targets
○  (E) No, our organisation does not have any asset class, high-emitting sectors or mandate or fund-specific net-zero targets

Select the relevant asset class breakdown for your organisation to report on your net-zero targets.

◉ (A) PRI's standard asset class breakdown
○  (B) Asset class breakdown as per the NZAOA’s Target Setting Protocol

Provide details of your nearest-term net-zero targets per asset class.

(A) PRI asset class breakdown
☑ Listed equity
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Target details

(A) PRI asset class breakdown: Listed equity

(1) Baseline year 2019

(2) Target to be met by 2030

(3) Emissions included in target (1) Scope 1 
(2) Scope 2

(4) Methodology We use a carbon intensity metric and aggregate the progress based on AUM 
weightings.

(5) Metric used (7) Intensity-based: tCO2e/Mn USD Revenue

(6) Baseline amount 267.2

(7) Current amount (if different 
from baseline amount)

177.8

(8) Targeted reduction with respect 
to baseline

50%

(9) Percentage of total AUM 
covered in your baseline year for 
target setting

27%

(10) If coverage is below 100% for 
this asset class, explain why

Based on a multitude of factors, including: the appropriateness of mandate, client 
preferences and data availability.

☑ Fixed income

Target details

(A) PRI asset class breakdown: Fixed income

(1) Baseline year 2019

(2) Target to be met by 2030

(3) Emissions included in target (1) Scope 1 
(2) Scope 2
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(4) Methodology We use a carbon intensity metric and aggregate the progress based on AUM 
weightings.

(5) Metric used (7) Intensity-based: tCO2e/Mn USD Revenue

(6) Baseline amount 205.8

(7) Current amount (if different 
from baseline amount)

194.5

(8) Targeted reduction with respect 
to baseline

50%

(9) Percentage of total AUM 
covered in your baseline year for 
target setting

27%

(10) If coverage is below 100% for 
this asset class, explain why

Based on a multitude of factors, including: the appropriateness of mandate, client 
preferences and data availability.

☐ Private equity
☑ Real estate

Target details

(A) PRI asset class breakdown: Real estate

(1) Baseline year 2019

(2) Target to be met by 2030

(3) Emissions included in target (1) Scope 1 
(2) Scope 2

(4) Methodology We use a carbon intensity metric (for real estate the denominator is floor area GAV) 
and aggregate the progress based on AUM weightings.

(5) Metric used (9) Other

(6) Baseline amount 0.004

(7) Current amount (if different 
from baseline amount)

0.003 – this is 2021 data owing to the manual collection of data which creates a larger 
time-lag.
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(8) Targeted reduction with respect 
to baseline

50%

(9) Percentage of total AUM 
covered in your baseline year for 
target setting

7%

(10) If coverage is below 100% for 
this asset class, explain why

Coverage is less than 100% owing to client preferences and data availability and 
collection.

☐ Infrastructure
☐ Hedge funds
☐ Forestry
☐ Farmland
☐ Other

TRACKING PROGRESS AGAINST TARGETS

Does your organisation track progress against your nearest-term sustainability outcomes targets?

(A1) Sustainability outcome #1:

(A1) Sustainability outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

Target name: Decarbonisation

Does your organisation track 
progress against your nearest-term 
sustainability outcome targets?

(1) Yes

(A2) Sustainability outcome #1:

(A2) Sustainability outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

Target name: Percentage of AUM Net Zero aligned
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Does your organisation track 
progress against your nearest-term 
sustainability outcome targets?

(1) Yes

During the reporting year, what qualitative or quantitative progress did your organisation achieve against your nearest-
term sustainability outcome targets?

(A1) Sustainability Outcome #1: Target details

(A1) Sustainability Outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Target name Decarbonisation

(2) Target to be met by 2030

(3) Metric used (if relevant) WACI

(4) Current level or amount (if 
relevant)

As at 31 December 2022, in-scope public market portfolios achieved a carbon intensity 
reduction of 27% versus a 2019 baseline. As at 31 December 2021, in-scope real 
estate achieved a 31% reduction  in carbon intensity versus a 2019 baseline.
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(5) Other qualitative or quantitative 
progress

We have committed to utilising a range of carbon metrics to measure decarbonisation 
progress over time. The Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF) has 
developed a methodology for calculating absolute Financed Emissions and we have 
integrated this metric into our climate toolkit. The core strength of the Financed 
Emissions metric is that it enables equity and debt investors to consistently calculate 
absolute carbon exposure.   
  
This absolute tCO2e figure is beneficial in that it reflects ‘ownership’ of emissions by 
investors. The integration of the Financed Emissions metric across both equity, and 
corporate credit, portfolios allows for our public market equity and debt holdings to be 
aggregated into a single house level carbon exposure. In December 2022, we 
identified our Top 20 equity and fixed income holding; and have developed our climate 
related engagement strategy, initially using equity financed emitters. Aggregating 
equity and fixed income emitters is an additional enhancement to inform our climate 
engagements and to monitor our carbon exposure across public market asset classes.  

(6) Methodology for tracking 
progress

We have been actively developing our net zero solution offering, for example by 
establishing an Active Climate Transition (ACT) proposition in equities and fixed 
income that is based on the principles of the IIGCC Net Zero Investment Framework.   
We have been actively engaging with clients that have set net zero goals on 
implementing these in practice through the climate products and services we offer.   
The view at 31 December 2022 shows that we are on track to meet our interim 
checkpoint of at least a 20% reduction in carbon intensity by 2025. Public markets and 
real asset decarbonisation progress must be calculated separately as the asset 
classes utilise different carbon metrics. There is also a time lag associated with the 
bottom-up collection, and calculation, of emissions data for real estate assets. 
Therefore, our real assets data is on a 12 month lag

(A2) Sustainability outcome #1: Target details

(A2) Sustainability outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Target name Percentage of AUM Net Zero aligned

(2) Target to be met by 2030

(3) Metric used (if relevant) 30% of our AUM

(4) Current level or amount (if 
relevant)
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(5) Other qualitative or quantitative 
progress

At present this data is captured using a quantitative method, however, is very much 
reliant on commitments at an individual fund and/or mandate level.

(6) Methodology for tracking 
progress

We are tracking the objectives of client mandates that are related to Net Zero 
commitments and targets.  This is heavily reliant on client preferences and their 
instruction to transition towards Net Zero aligned solutions.

INDIVIDUAL AND COLLABORATIVE INVESTOR ACTION ON OUTCOMES

LEVERS USED TO TAKE ACTION ON SUSTAINABILITY OUTCOMES

During the reporting year, which of the following levers did your organisation use to take action on sustainability 
outcomes, including to prevent and mitigate actual and potential negative outcomes?

☑ (A) Stewardship with investees, including engagement, (proxy) voting, and direct influence with privately held assets
Select from drop down list:
☑ (1) Individually
☑ (2) With other investors or stakeholders

☐ (B) Stewardship: engagement with external investment managers
☑ (C) Stewardship: engagement with policy makers

Select from drop down list:
☑ (1) Individually
☑ (2) With other investors or stakeholders

☑ (D) Stewardship: engagement with other key stakeholders
Select from drop down list:
☑ (1) Individually
☑ (2) With other investors or stakeholders

☑ (E) Capital allocation
○  (F) Our organisation did not use any of the above levers to take action on sustainability outcomes during the reporting year
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CAPITAL ALLOCATION

During the reporting year, how did your organisation use capital allocation to take action on sustainability outcomes, 
including to prevent and mitigate actual and potential negative outcomes?

(A) Across all sustainability outcomes

(1) Capital allocation activities 
used

(5) Other

(2) Explain through an example
The capital allocation activities are varied depend on the investment objectives of the 
portfolios. We do combination of above activities to limit exposure to companies in 
order to prevent potential negative outcomes.

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1:

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Capital allocation activities 
used

(2) Explain through an example

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2:

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2: Product alignment with numerous SDGs.

(1) Capital allocation activities 
used

(2) Explain through an example
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(D) Sustainability Outcome #3:

(D) Sustainability Outcome #3: Good governance within organisations and following international labour practices.

(1) Capital allocation activities 
used

(2) Explain through an example

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4:

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4: Support global biodiversity goal and our approach to Nature Capital and TNFD.

(1) Capital allocation activities 
used

(2) Explain through an example

STEWARDSHIP WITH INVESTEES

During the reporting year, how did your organisation use stewardship with investees to take action on sustainability 
outcomes, including preventing and mitigating actual and potential negative outcomes?
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(A) Across all sustainability outcomes

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Stewardship tools or activities 
used

(1) Engagement 
(2) (Proxy) voting at shareholder meetings 

(4) Nominating directors to the board 
(5) Leveraging roles on the board or board committees (e.g. nomination committees) 

(6) Taking roles on investee boards 
(7) Working directly with portfolio companies and/or real asset management teams

(3) Example

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1:

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Describe your approach

We are committed to reduce the carbon intensity of the assets we invest in on behalf 
of our clients to support the transition to net zero. Our investments target is to reduce 
the carbon intensity of the in-scope assets we invest in by 50% by 2030 versus a 2019 
baseline. We have developed a climate change strategy focused on Net Zero Directed 
Investing (NZDI). 

This means moving towards the goal of net zero in the real world – not just in its 
portfolios. We are committed to collaborating with our clients to help them achieve their 
climate goals, decarbonise and move towards Net Zero. Active ownership is one of the 
three pillars of action for us to achieve our goal where:   
  
• We have committed to voting and engaging with our investee companies to drive 
change and transitioning our real assets.  
• We will engage with our highest financed emitters across equity and credit 
holdings seeking transparency on progress against clear transition milestones 
assessed against relevant standards, such as the Climate Action 100+ net zero 
benchmark.  
• We have initiated a two-year engagement programme with these equity emitters 
and identified clear milestones. If companies have the right direction of travel in 
reducing and disclosing, we consider them as positive engagement outcomes.
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(2) Stewardship tools or activities 
used

(1) Engagement 
(2) (Proxy) voting at shareholder meetings 

(4) Nominating directors to the board 
(5) Leveraging roles on the board or board committees (e.g. nomination committees) 

(6) Taking roles on investee boards 
(7) Working directly with portfolio companies and/or real asset management teams 

(9) Other

(3) Example

Royal Dutch Shell plc   
A credible transition to a lower-carbon economy is a clear challenge for the oil and gas 
industry, as a carbon intensive sector. We engaged with Shell to understand its 
existing emissions intensity, and voice the need to disclose Scope 3 emissions and set 
related absolute reduction targets. Shell is targeting 50% of revenues to be derived 
from green revenues by 2025. Reaching this milestone will require significant progress 
year-on-year; equally, we expect to see increased capital expenditure toward 
renewables, which we will monitor closely on review.   

  
SSE plc   
Our view of the utilities sector is that climate change presents a potential long-term 
opportunity and SSE has moved quickly to publish transition strategies, with Scope 1 & 
2 targets aligned to SBTi. We engaged with SSE to discuss potential next steps – such 
as setting Scope 3 targets, improving transparency as to its involvement with climate 
related organisations, and plans for future capital expenditure – and will look to see 
progress against these milestones on review, alongside progress against existing 
decarbonisation targets.  
  
Collaboration example  
  
Enel S.p.A  
  
In collaboration with other institutional investors and by leading the engagement with 
Enel S.p.A as part of the Climate Action 100+ initiative, we are pleased to 
acknowledge that Enel S.p.
A has become the first and only company to fully align their corporate disclosures with 
the Climate Action 100+ Net Zero Company Benchmark. In March 2021, Climate 
Action 100+ launched its Net Zero Company Benchmark, defining key indicators of 
success for business alignment with a net zero emissions future and goals of the Paris 
Agreement. The Benchmark is the foundation for investors engaging with focus 
companies through Climate Action 100+, as it calls for robust and comparable 
information on how companies are realigning their business strategies and operations 
with the goals of the Paris Agreement.
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 Meeting the criteria underlying the Benchmark’s disclosure indicators is a meaningful 
milestone for both Enel and the lead investors, which reflects the value of dialogue 
between corporates and investors. Enel has committed to decarbonising in line with a 
1.5°C pathway and aims to reach net zero emissions by 2040. The company’s 
decarbonisation strategy consists of shifting towards renewable energy generation and 
storage, phasing out coal power generation by 2027, and natural gas in both power 
generation and sales to clients by 2040.  
.

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2:

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2: Product alignment with numerous SDGs.

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Stewardship tools or activities 
used

(3) Example

(D) Sustainability Outcome #3:

(D) Sustainability Outcome #3: Good governance within organisations and following international labour practices.

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Stewardship tools or activities 
used

(3) Example

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4:

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4: Support global biodiversity goal and our approach to Nature Capital and TNFD.

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Stewardship tools or activities 
used

(3) Example
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How does your organisation prioritise the investees you conduct stewardship with to take action on sustainability 
outcomes, including preventing and mitigating actual and potential negative outcomes?

☑ (A) We prioritise the most strategically important companies in our portfolio.
Describe how you do this:

Our concern grew in early 2022 after various media reports and government statements containing suggestions that delays in 
implementing remediation work at various developments across the UK, were exacerbating the consequences for leaseholders, 
many of whom are unable to sell or rent their properties or are living in potentially unsafe conditions. In response to these 
developments, we expanded our engagement with listed housebuilders to better understand their approach to this critical issue. 
Based on our research and meetings with management teams, we wrote to our investee companies, asking them to increase their 
public disclosure of several data points on their outstanding exposure to these fire safety challenges and any remediation work 
underway. The aim of our request was to enhance transparency and comparability across the industry. 
We wrote to nine companies in January 2022 and then again in February as we refined our engagement approach based on various 
government actions that took place over January to address fire safety concerns. These refinements included a request for our 
investee companies to join a pledge to remediate fire safety issues in their schemes constructed in the past 30 years. During Q1 
2022, we extensively discussed fire safety in meetings with eight companies where we held active holdings, and also brought up the 
topic in later company meetings throughout the year. We were encouraged by the positive responses of many companies to our 
engagement efforts. We noticed an improvement in the level of public disclosure by our investee companies, including information 
on how they are approaching historical fire safety concerns, while the companies' current discussions with the government on their 
commitment to remediate past schemes was progressed. We plan to continue monitoring the progress made by our investee 
companies in terms of transparency and implementation of fire safety remediation work.

Select from the list:
◉ 2
○  4

☑ (B) We prioritise the companies in our portfolio most significantly connected to sustainability outcomes.
Describe how you do this:

Active ownership is one of the three pillars of action for us to achieve our Net Zero goal. We are committed to engage with our 
highest financed emitters and seek transparency against transition milestones:  
• We have identified our Top 20 largest financed emitters in equity and fixed income holdings.   
• We have initiated a two-year engagement programme with these equity emitters and identified clear milestones.  
• We have developed a bespoke credibility assessment framework to understand the likelihood of targets being implemented.

Select from the list:
◉ 1
○  4

☑ (C) We prioritise the companies in our portfolio to ensure that we cover a certain proportion of the sustainability 
outcomes we are taking action on.

Describe how you do this:
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In 2022, as part of our annual internal voting policy review, we took the step to increase our diversity expectations for US public 
company boards. From March 2022, we formalised our intention for greater board diversity at our investee companies in the S&P 
1500 and Russell 3000 to have at least one racially or ethnically diverse member, otherwise we will vote against or withhold from the 
re-election of the chair of the nominations committee.   
This new requirement builds on our current D&I policies. We will continue to take voting action on all-male boards and we have a 
higher expectation that large cap company boards have at least 25% female representation. We plan to further increase this 
threshold to 30% in 2023.  
Throughout 2022, we conducted 117 engagements with global companies on D&I matters (this data is only available for priority 
engagements) and voted against management resolutions due to DEI concerns 128 times. Over 2022, we seen many positive steps 
taken by companies to improve their approach to DEI. A summary of our DEI engagement with Cogent Communications Holdings 
can be found below in the single entity engagement section.

Select from the list:
◉ 3
○  4

☐ (D) Other

STEWARDSHIP: ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY MAKERS

During the reporting year, how did your organisation use engagement with policy makers to take action on sustainability 
outcomes, including preventing and mitigating actual and potential negative outcomes?

(A) Across all sustainability outcomes

(1) Describe your approach

Our External Affairs team supports the implementation of our corporate sustainability 
strategy through our engagement with policymakers and regulators on relevant areas 
of policy – including emerging sustainability disclosure standards, green taxonomies 
and transition pathways. While we engage directly with policymakers on behalf of the 
company and our stakeholders we also respond to government and regulatory 
consultations, contribute evidence to parliamentary inquiries and work closely with our 
trade associations to help shape industry positions. We do so by sharing our 
knowledge, insights, ideas and views which can help shape policy and contribute to 
better outcomes for our clients, our shareholders, our people and wider society.

(2) Engagement tools or activities 
used

(1) We participated in ‘sign-on’ letters 
(2) We responded to policy consultations 

(3) We provided technical input via government- or regulator-backed working groups 
(4) We engaged policy makers on our own initiative 

(5) Other methods
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(3) Example(s) of policies engaged 
on

For example, we are strong supporters of efforts to establish a global framework for 
sustainability disclosure standards. This is an area of increasing focus for 
policymakers who share our concerns about the lack of inoperability between different 
regimes which creates additional cost and complexity. This is an important issue for 
abrdn as an international investor seeking to allocate capital on behalf of our clients. 
From 2022 to 2023, we responded to a wide range of consultations on disclosure 
standards, including the International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) proposals 
for a global baseline for sustainable disclosures for capital markets. We continue to 
monitor the disclosure landscape for sustainability, which will have long-term 
implications for abrdn as a corporate entity and our businesses, particularly our 
Investment Business, and will enable increased comparability for our clients and 
investors.

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1:

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Engagement tools or activities 
used

(3) Example(s) of policies engaged 
on

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2:

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2: Product alignment with numerous SDGs.

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Engagement tools or activities 
used

(3) Example(s) of policies engaged 
on
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(D) Sustainability Outcome #3:

(D) Sustainability Outcome #3: Good governance within organisations and following international labour practices.

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Engagement tools or activities 
used

(3) Example(s) of policies engaged 
on

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4:

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4: Support global biodiversity goal and our approach to Nature Capital and TNFD.

(1) Describe your approach

(2) Engagement tools or activities 
used

(3) Example(s) of policies engaged 
on

STEWARDSHIP: ENGAGEMENT WITH OTHER KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Does your organisation engage with other key stakeholders to support the development of financial products, services, 
research, and/or data aligned with global sustainability goals and thresholds?
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(A) Across all sustainability outcomes

(1) Key stakeholders engaged (9) Other key stakeholders

(2) Provide further detail on your 
engagement

Enel S.p.A  
  
In collaboration with other institutional investors and by leading the engagement with 
Enel S.p.A as part of the Climate Action 100+ initiative, we are pleased to 
acknowledge that Enel S.p.A has become the first and only company to fully align their 
corporate disclosures with the Climate Action 100+ Net Zero Company Benchmark. In 
March 2021, Climate Action 100+ launched its Net Zero Company Benchmark, 
defining key indicators of success for business alignment with a net zero emissions 
future and goals of the Paris Agreement. 

The Benchmark is the foundation for investors engaging with focus companies through 
Climate Action 100+, as it calls for robust and comparable information on how 
companies are realigning their business strategies and operations with the goals of the 
Paris Agreement. Meeting the criteria underlying the Benchmark’s disclosure 
indicators is a meaningful milestone for both Enel and the lead investors, which 
reflects the value of dialogue between corporates and investors. 
Enel has committed to decarbonising in line with a 1.5°C pathway and aims to reach 
net zero emissions by 2040. The company’s decarbonisation strategy consists of 
shifting towards renewable energy generation and storage, phasing out coal power 
generation by 2027, and natural gas in both power generation and sales to clients by 
2040.

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1:

(B) Sustainability Outcome #1: Enabling Net Zero in line with Paris Agreement

(1) Key stakeholders engaged

(2) Provide further detail on your 
engagement

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2:

(C) Sustainability Outcome #2: Product alignment with numerous SDGs.

(1) Key stakeholders engaged

(2) Provide further detail on your 
engagement
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(D) Sustainability Outcome #3:

(D) Sustainability Outcome #3: Good governance within organisations and following international labour practices.

(1) Key stakeholders engaged

(2) Provide further detail on your 
engagement

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4:

(E) Sustainability Outcome #4: Support global biodiversity goal and our approach to Nature Capital and TNFD.

(1) Key stakeholders engaged

(2) Provide further detail on your 
engagement

STEWARDSHIP: COLLABORATION

During the reporting year, to which collaborative initiatives did your organisation contribute to take action on 
sustainability outcomes, including preventing and mitigating actual and potential negative outcomes?

(A) Initiative #1

(1) Name of the initiative Climate Action 100+

(2) Indicate how your organisation 
contributed to this collaborative 
initiative

(A) We were a lead investor in one or more focus entities (e.g. investee companies) 
(B) We acted as a collaborating investor in one or more focus entities (e.g. investee 

companies)
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(3) Provide further detail on your 
participation in this collaborative 
initiative

This is a collaborative initiative between asset owners and managers to engage with 
high-carbon emitters, influence disclosure and encourage positive behaviour in relation 
to climate risk management. As part of this initiative, in 2022, we Co-lead on 
engagements with Enel and RWE as well as being the support on engagements with 
Shell, Volvo, Total, SSE and CRH.

(B) Initiative #2

(1) Name of the initiative Farm Animal Investment Risk and Return

(2) Indicate how your organisation 
contributed to this collaborative 
initiative

(A) We were a lead investor in one or more focus entities (e.g. investee companies)

(3) Provide further detail on your 
participation in this collaborative 
initiative

An organisation focused on research and collaborative engagement with the animal 
agriculture industry on a wide range of risks and opportunities. We joined in 2019 and 
are using its research as well as participating in collaborative engagement on 
sustainable proteins.   
During 2022 we were the lead investor for engagement with Nestle where we 
encouraged it to raise its ambition in selling sustainable plant-based protein products. 
Following our engagement, the engagement group wrote to Nestle to give feedback 
and provide suggestions for it to consider to further raise its ambition in this area.

(C) Initiative #3

(1) Name of the initiative Part Z

(2) Indicate how your organisation 
contributed to this collaborative 
initiative

(A) We were a lead investor in one or more focus entities (e.g. investee companies) 
(C) We publicly endorsed the initiative 

(I) Other

(3) Provide further detail on your 
participation in this collaborative 
initiative

We were a signatory to a letter sent to Michael Gove asking him to support the Carbon 
Emissions (Buildings) Bill.   
We are a signatory to this letter to provide support towards pushing for increased 
reporting of embodied carbon on significant building work from 2023 (2025 for 
housing), and introduce limits from 2027.
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(D) Initiative #4

(1) Name of the initiative Investors Against Slavery and trafficking (IAST) APAC

(2) Indicate how your organisation 
contributed to this collaborative 
initiative

(A) We were a lead investor in one or more focus entities (e.g. investee companies)

(3) Provide further detail on your 
participation in this collaborative 
initiative

This is an investor-led initiative to engage with companies and promote effective action 
to find, fix and prevent modern slavery, labour exploitation and human trafficking. We 
first signed up to this initiative in 2020.   
In 2022 we were the lead investor on engagements with Shenzhou International where 
we discussed issues around supply chain management and its sourcing policies vis-à-
vis such topics so as to raise the company's awareness.

CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES (CBM)
CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES

APPROACH TO CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES

How did your organisation verify the information submitted in your PRI report this reporting year?

☐ (A) We conducted independent third-party assurance of selected processes and/or data related to the responsible investment 
processes reported in our PRI report, which resulted in a formal assurance conclusion
☐ (B) We conducted a third-party readiness review and are making changes to our internal controls or governance processes to 
be able to conduct independent third-party assurance next year
☐ (C) We conducted an internal audit of selected processes and/or data related to the responsible investment processes 
reported in our PRI report
☑ (D) Our board, trustees (or equivalent), senior executive-level staff (or equivalent), and/or investment committee (or 
equivalent) signed off on our PRI report
☐ (E) We conducted an external ESG audit of our holdings to verify that our funds comply with our responsible investment policy
☐ (F) We conducted an external ESG audit of our holdings as part of risk management, engagement identification or investment 
decision-making
☑ (G) Our responses in selected sections and/or the entirety of our PRI report were internally reviewed before 
submission to the PRI
○  (H) We did not verify the information submitted in our PRI report this reporting year
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INTERNAL REVIEW

Who in your organisation reviewed the responses submitted in your PRI report this year?

☐ (A) Board, trustees, or equivalent
☑ (B) Senior executive-level staff, investment committee, head of department, or equivalent

Sections of PRI report reviewed
◉ (1) the entire report
○ (2) selected sections of the report

○ (C) None of the above internal roles reviewed selected sections or the entirety of the responses submitted in our PRI report
this year
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Important Information

This report has been independently produced by the third-party organization, Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI). The views, opinions, 
findings, and conclusions expressed in this report are solely those of PRI and do not necessarily reflect the views, opinions, or positions of 
abrdn PLC, its affiliates, employees, officers, or directors. abrdn PLC is not responsible for the accuracy, completeness, or reliability of any 
information, data, or analysis contained within this report and disclaims any liability for any errors or omissions that may be present. This 
report is provided for informational purposes only and should not be considered as an endorsement, recommendation, or solicitation of any 
products, services, or investment strategies discussed within. Please consult with a professional financial advisor before making any 
investment decisions based on the information provided in this report.




